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2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Mr. Sholly told us this morning

3 th at he had an unexpected need to take his daughter to the

4 hospital and he expected to be here at 10:30, and that Ms.

5 Brad ford , who has just entered, would be prepared to carry

6 on the cross examination on the control room issue..o

7 Before we begin with the witnesses, is there any

8 praliminary business?*

9 (No response.)
,

10 I to have some that I will bring up when Mr. Sholly

11 arrives. In the meantime the Board does have a request, and

12 that is, particularly with the counsel for the staff and

13 counsel for Licensee, that when papers are served upon the

14 Board, some thought be given to the logistics that we have

15 and where we are doing business.

16 For example, we received a very large service on

17 updated emergency planning which I think could just as

18 easily have been -- it would have been better had it been

handed to us here. The problem arises when attorneys who
19

20 are not in recular attendance here hava work that they are

21 doing and they do not realize where we are or what we are
e

22 doing.

So perhaps some better coordination among attorneys23

-- if they could get the papers to us where we are and where24

25 ve use them. Sometimes we get back to the office and we

|
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1 find that a paper had been cet ted which had been relevant to

2 a discussion during the week. So I think it might be

3 helpful if there was better coordination among counsel as to

4 where the Board is served the ps pers.

5 Ne are prepared, and unless we notify you

_o 6 differently, to accept service here.

7 3R. CUTCHIN: We will be mindful of that in the

g future, sir.-

9 Is that the end of preliminary matters, sir?

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. Are you ready, Ms. Bradford?

11 MS. BRADFORD: Yes.

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have not done anything yet.

13 MR. CUTCHIN: Then I call Raymond G. Ramirez and

14 Harold E. Price to the stand.
15 Whereupon,

16 RAYMOND G. RAMIREZ snd HAROLD E. PRICE,

17 called as witnesses by counsel for the NRC staff, having

18 first been duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and

19 testified as follows:
* MR. CUTCHIN: For the record, "r. Chairman, the20

21 testimony that you received that was filed on the 22nd of

22 December supercedes that which was filed earlier. That

23 question vas outstanding.

24 DIRECT EXAMINATION

25 BY "R. CUTCHINs |
|

|
l
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1 0 Gentlemen, do you have before you a document

2 bearing the caption of this proceeding and entitled

3 Testimony of Raymond G. Ramirez and Harold E. P rice Rela ting

4 to Contentions Sholly 15 and ANCRY !ssue SC7

5 A (WITNESS RA IREZ) Yes, we do.

2 6 A (WITNESS PRICE) Yes.

7 0 Did you jointly prepare that testimony and the

* 8 copies of your professional qualifications which are

g attached thereto?

to A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, we did.*

11 A (WITNESS PRICE) Yes, we did.

12 0 Are there any corrections which you wish' to make to

13 the testimony?

14 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No , there are no t.

15 A (WITNESS PRICE) No.

.6 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I would suggest for

i 17 clarity I have changed the word " Issue SC" to " Contention

18 V(C)" on the copies of the testimony that ! gave to the

19 reporter to make it consistent with the language we have

20 used in the proceeding. Those changes appear in the title

21 and on pages 2 and 3 where the term is used.
|

.
BY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)22

23 0 Do you gentlemen adopt the pre-filed written

24 testimony as your testimony in this proceeding?

25 A (WITNESS EAMIREZ) Yes, I do.

. ,
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1 A (WITNESS PRICE) Yes, sir.

2 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman , I would ask that th e

3 documents just identified be received into evidence and

4 bound into the transcript at this point as if read.

5 CHAIRhAN SMITH: If there are no objec'tions, we

6 vill receive the testimony.
,

7 (The prepared direct testimony of Raymond G.

8 Basirez and Harold E. Price Relating to Contentions Sholly.

9 15 and ANGRY V(C) follows:)
.

10

11

12

13

14
.

15

16

17

18

19

*. 20

21

*
22

23
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of
.4

METROPOLITAN EDISON COMPANY ) Occket No. 50-289

(Three Mile Island Nuclear (Restart)
Station, Unit No. 1) )-

TESTIMONY OF RAYMOND G. RAMIREZ AND HAROLD E. PRICE RELATING TO
CONTENTIONS Sholly 15 & ANGRY bee 8te Con. h n %.. s V (c.)

0. 1 Please state your name and your position with the NRC.
.

A. My name is Raymond G. Ramirez. I am a senior Human Factors

Engineer with the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission assigned to the

Office of Nuclear Peactor Regulation, Division of Human Factors

Safety, Human Factors Engineering Branch. From June 1979 until

April 1980, I was assigned to the Instrumentation and Control System
3

'
Branch. 4

Q.2 Have you preoared a statement of professional qualifications?
.

A. Yes. A copy of this statement is attached to this testimony.
e

0.3 Please state the nature of the responsibilities that you have had

with respect to TMI Unit 1 Nuclear Genera +1ng Station.
l

l

i
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A. I am the team leader who was responsible for reviewing the TMI-l

Control Room from a human factors engineering standpoint prior to

restart.

Q.4 What is the purpose of your testimony?

.c
A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to Sholly Contention 15

Cadtnhn. Y(b& AB!GRY M .
.

0.5 Mr. Price, please state your name and position with the NRC.

A. My name is Harold E. Price. I am a Human Factor Consultant to the

Human Factors Engineering Branch of the Division of Human Factors

Safety in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the Nuclear

Ragulatory Comission.

Q.6 Have you prepared a cocy of your professional qualifications?

A. Yes. It is attached to this testimony.

0.7 Mr. Price clease describe your connection with the Three Mile Island

Station.

A. I participated as a human factors consultant with the NRC audit team.

performing the TMI-l Control Room review.

.

0.8 What is the purpose of your testimony?

A. The purpose of my testimony is to respond to Sholly Contention 15 &

Angry *A;tus:3rr. CrCG rctLoo. V (C.) .

|

|

|
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Shally Contention 315 States:

"It is contended that the design of the Unit I control room, instrumentation,

and controls is such that operators cannot maintain system variables and

system within prescribed operating ranges during feedwater transients and

LOCA's. It is further contended that this violates the provisions of GDC 13
.o

regarding instrumentation and controls. It is contended that in view of the

numerous operating difficulties encountered with Unit 2, and the similarties
.

in design and construction between Units 1 and 2, a thorough human facters

engineerina review of Unit l's Control Room is called for in order to pro-

vide assurance that the operator-instrumentation interface is such that the

coerators can exercise adequate control over the reactor and prevent off-

site consequences from anticipated operational occurrences and postulated

accidents. It is further contended that in order to assure maximum protec-

tion for the oublic health and safety, the human factors engineering review

and any necessary changes recommended as a result of this review must be

completed prior to restart."

Gauh Wc?
Ance !::$: '5e States:

"The NRC Order fails to require as conditions for restart the following

nodifications in the design of the TMI-l reactor without which there can be
* no reasonable assurance that TMI-l can be operated without endangering the

! oublic health and safety."
e

(c) Performance of an analysis of and implementation of modifications

in the design and layout of the TMI-l control room as recommended

in NUREG-0560.

|

|
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0.9 Has flRC conducted a human factors engineering review of Unit I

control room?

A. Yes. A review team consisting of members of the Human Factors

Engineering Branch and a Human Factors Engineering consultant con-'

ducted an on-site visit review of the TMI-1 control room from-

July 21 to July 25, 1980. The review team emphasi::ed the following

aspects of the control room:-

(1) The adequacy of infomation including alarm system information

presented to the operator to reflect plant status for normal

coeration, anticipated operational occurrences, and accident

conditions;

(2) Improvements in the safety monitoring and human factors

enhancement of controls and control displays;

(3) The operability of the plant from the centrol room with

multiple failures of nonsafety-grade and nonseismic systems.

The review was performed by means of inspections of control room layout,

enviroment, and consoles / panels; interviews with operators; and observa-

tion and videotaoing of operators as they walked through selected emergency

orocedures and an escorted walkthrough of the Unit-2 control room.
0

0.10 '4 hat was the purpose of this review?

A. The human factors engineering control room design review was

conducted at the recuest of the Division of Licensing (COL) and in

conjunction with the TMI-l restart order.
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The puroose was to identify human factors deficiencies and )

require, prior to restart, the correction of those deficiencies,

which hav'e an increased catential for causing operator error. We

believe that the correction of these deficiencies will significantly

improve the coerator's ability to safely control plant coeration'

during nomal and abnonnal operating conditions. These improvementss

will make the TMT-1 control room comoarable with the control rooms

of newly licensed clants. In additier. to the NRC review, the--

licensee, like all other coerating reactor licensees, is recuired

to perform a Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR) which

is excected to take aaproximately one year to comolete after the

NRC guidelines are issued'| This may identify other human factors
~

improvements in addition to those that may be required orior to

restart.

The design review team made a tour of the Unit 2 control room

sufficient to determine that the Units 1 and 2 control room

designs were significantly different. The rf< ew then concentrated

on assessing the Unit I control room to determine deff ciencies in the

design of the operator-instrumentation interface which could lead

to potential coerator error.*

Q.ll What did you learn from this review:

A. Using the draft report NUREG/CR-1580, " Human Engineering Guide

To Control Room Evalcation" and other human factors guidelines as

a basis for comaarison, we found that there were certain design
!

|

|
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deficiencies. These design deficiencies nave been documented in

a staff report and in NUREG-0752, " Control Room Design Revtew

Report. The licensee has emoloyed the servfces of a human factors

engineering consultant to provide recommendations for improving

their control room design and for correcting human factors defici-
,

encies.

Q.12 How serious are these deficiencies?.

A. Some of the deficiencies are considered significant.

The deficiencies were evaluated on the basis that they could

precipitate or contribute to unnecessary coerator error during

both normal and emergency coerations, and potentially impact safety,

The licensee was infonned as to what these deficiencies are and

has met with the NRC staff to discuss what actions will be taken to

correct them. We will require the licensee to imolement actions to

correct the more significant deficiencies identified in NUREG-0752,

0.13 Do they constitute a violation of GDC-13? Why or why not?

A. No. They do not constitute a violation of GDC-13 because adequate

instrumentation necessary to monitor an accident has been provided as,

required by the criterion. The review was concerned with the appli-

cation of human factors engineering standards and principles to.

control room design which are not addressed in GDC-13.

.
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0.14 Is it necessary that these deficiencies be corrected prior to

restart? Why or why not?

A. Yes, we are requiring that the significant deficiencies be corrected

orior to restart. However we believe that the correction of a

number of minor deficiencies can be deferred until after restart.-

It is the staff's opinion that all modification necessary to bring

TMI-l on a comparable basis with the other operating plants should*

be incorporated prior to restart.

. _

m

*

I
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RAYMOND G. RAMIREZ

'

PROFESSIONAL OUALIFICATIONS

HUMAN FACT 00.S ENGINEERING BRAllCH

DIVISION OF HUMAN FACTORS SAFETY

.

Since Aoril 1980, I have been assigned to the Human Factors Engineering

Branch, Divisinn of Human Factors Safety, Office of Nuclear Reactor
.

Degulation. I began devoting full time to human factors engineering in

November 1979. Initially, I was resconsible for helping to implement the

recommendations of Section 7, Appendix A to NUREG-0585, "TMI-2 Lessons

Learned Task Force Final Recort". These included assisting in: developing

human factors control room design review guidelines for use by licensees to

conduct year long reviews of their control rooms and surveying selected

control rooms to provide a data base for the guidelines. Since February

1980, I have been working closely with human factors expert consultants as,

the NRC's team leader, in conducting onsite control room design reviews and

in evaluating the results thereof. I have participated in the review and

evaluation of 14 control rooms thus far.

I graduated from Ohio University in 1958 with a Bachelor of Science Degree
*

in Electrical Engineering, and in 1971 I graduated from the University of

Baltimore with a Juris Doctors Degree in Law.
e

From 1958 to 1960 I cerformed as a design engineer at the Radio Corporation

of America's "?iissile and Surface Radar Division", which snong other things

involved the instrumentation and control of large radar systems.

i

- -
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From 196n to 1963 I performed as a design engineer with the Martin-Marietta

Corcoration which included design responsibility in several missle systems

and their control and instrumentation.

From 1963 to 1972 I performed as a senior engineer, project engineer and

supervisor with the Bendix Corporation involving various military and non--

military systems.

.

From 1972 to 1979 I vas employed by the AEC/NRC as a safeguards engineer.

Responsibilities included developing Regulatory Guides, NUREG Reports and
,

the writing of regulations.

-- .- .

O



HAROLD E. PRICE

HUMAN FACTOR CONSULTANT ,

PP0FESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

In November,1979 I became a consultant in human factors to the NRC. My
-.

efforts have included:

- Since May 1980, participating in the human factor audits of 9.

nuclear power olant control rooms, including TMI-1

"anaging a study to review and interpret research and applications

literature relevant to staffing requirements for nuclear power plant

control rooms (NUREG/CR 0764)

- Directing an effort by BioTecnnology to redo the NRC human factors

engineering design review guidlines and to develop evaluation criteria

for nuclear power plant control rooms

- Acting as the Liason Technical Officer for the Human Factors Society

in a contract with the NRC to recommend a long term human factors

plan.

The !!9C has provided me and my staff special indoctrination training in#

the operation of nuclear cower plants. In addition an ex-Navy nuclear

reactor onerator on my staff has provided in-house training and technical
.

consultation to me.

I have been active in human factors research and manned systems aaplications

since 1953, and have directed or participated in more than 70 human factors

eroj ects.

|
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I am a Fellow of the Human Factors Society, member of the Executive Council,

and Past President of the Potomac Chapter. I recafved my training in

electrical engineering at the University of Maryland anc Experimental

Psychology at the American University.
.

-*. Since 1970 I have been Executive Vice President of Biotechnology, Inc. I

started the Transportation and Traffic Safety Program at SioTechnology in

1971. This orogram has included significant projects in motorist informa-''

tion research, pedestrien safety, and operational or safety studies

concerning motorcycles, trucks, trains, school buses, and passenger vehicles.

In 1974, I started and still direct the Personnel Performance Architecture

Program at Biotechnology. This program is concerned with obtaining pro-

ductive, safe, and satisfying performance from people in systems and society.

Project er.phasis has been in job performance aids R&D, training requirements

analysis, job design, human engineering methods and applications, and

total personnel systems architecture.

Prior to joining SioTechnology, Inc., I was Senior Vice President and General

fianager of Serendipity, Inc.; and also one of the founders in 1962. From

1953 to 1962, I was with The Matrix Corporation, advancing to a Senior

Research Analyst.6

At Serendipity, I had both a technical and management role. Key technical
.

efforts included: pilot acceptance factors in the developnent of all-
.

weather landing systems, potential roles of supersonic transport crews,

crew recuirements on a long-duration space mission, and development of a

descriptive model for detennining man's role and the allocation functions

in a system. Also at Serendipity, I was involved in the initial planning

- _ - .
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for Project PIMO and contributed as a staff consultant to the solution of

many project technical issues. While director of the Eastern Operations,

I had management responsibility for projects to determine recreation require-

ments for astronauts, driver information requirements for route guidance, a

ship manning simulation model, and several efforts to support developnent

of a business information system program for Bell Laboratories.''

During my ten years with The Matrix Corporation, I directed or participated
,.

in orojects concerned with operation and maintenance problems of airborne

intercent radar, human engineering recommendations for the FJH-1 and A3J-1

weacon system trainers, and human engineering recommendations for test sets

of the "K 52 mine for the Bureau of Ordnance. I was also involved in

several projects suoporting operational and maintenance personnel system

design for ballistic missile systems development, and the crew role in a

manned orbiting bomber.

|o

-
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i CHAIRMAN SMITH: In reading this testimony before

2 today's session I had curiosity as to what the concept of
|

3 the approach was. The testimony itself really tells almost
-

l
,

4 nothing. So I assumn that the idea is that these witnesses '

5 are here and prepared to defend other documents.

6 MR. CUTCHIN: That is correct. I plan now to have
9

7 identified the staff 's control room design review report as'

8 a staff exhibit, and I will take steps to have that
,,

9 introduced into evidence as well.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Okay.

11 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I would now ask the
,

12 reporter to mark NUREG-0752 entitled Control Room Design

13 Review Report for TMT-1 as Staff Exhibit Number 2 for the

14 record.

15 (The document referred to was

16 marked NRC Staff Exhibit No. 2

17 for identification.)

18 BY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

39 0 Gentlemen, did both of you participate in the

20 control room design review of TMI-1?
3

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, we did.

22 A (WITNESS PRICE) Yes, we did.'

23 C Is the document just identified as Staff Exhibit 2

24 th e report of the results of that review and a statement of

25 the staff's position?

.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 A (WITKESS PRICE) Yes, it is.

2 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Are you referring to the

3 September 15 --

.

4 Q NUREG-0752.

5 A (WITNESS B AMIREZ) Yes, it is.

6 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I would therefore ask
,,

7 that Staff Exhibit 2 be received into evidence.
8 CHAIRMAN SMITHS If there are no objections, Staff

.

g Exhibit 2 is received.

10 (The document referred to,

11 previously marked fer identi-

12 fication as NRC Staff Exhibit No.

13 2, was received in evidence.)

14 MR. CUTCHIN: I have two questions in rebuttal

15 before I turn the witnesses over f or cross examination.

16 BY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

17 Q I will be ref e rring first to page 9 of the

18 Licensee's testimony, which is bound into the record

19 following transcript page 10,234

. 20 Mr. Price, at the bottom of page 9 of that

21 pre-filed testimony, there is a paragraph which reads as

follows: "As should be expected of a detailed engineering'
22

23 stud y , tne review of TMI" -- I am sorry - "the review of

Unit 1 control room has uncovered a number of areas where24

25 the control room design can be enhanced. While it is our
;

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 opinion that T!I-1 can be safely operated with the control

2 room as it presently exists, we are proceeding to make

3 improvements to the TMI control room design where we can

4 clearly demonstrate that human f actor aspects will indeed be

5 enhanced.

6 Do you agree that the TMI-1 plant can be safely
.e

7 operated with the control room as it presently exists, and

8 would you explain why?
,

9 A (*4ITNESS PRICE) No, I do not because I interpret

10 that sentence to read as saf e as possible, always safe, 100

11 percent safe, and I think there are things that can be

12 changed, as the Licensee admitted and as we have pointed out

13 in NUREG-0752. So I just thought that sentence was a bit

14 misleading as forever safe or as safe as can be.

15 Q That leads me to the second question, and this

16 refers to information that appears on pages 10,280 and

g 10,281 of the transcript.

18 MR. ADLER: Mr. Cutchin, can you identify the

19 original pages of the testimony? I do not have the

i 20 transcript.
,

!

21 MR. CUTCHIN: This is oral testimony that I am

22 referring to now.,

MR. ADLER: Sorry.23

24 BY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

25 0 At the bottom of page 280 and the top of page 281,

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 Mr. Walsh is referring to NUREG-0752, which was just
,

i

2 received in evidence as Staf f Exhibit 2, and he is saying

3 that with some clarification on a couple of minor items, the

4 Licensee intends to carry out all of the requirements or

5 recommendations set forth in NURFG-0752.

6 It says for the most pa rt, almost 100 percent of
..

7 them have been committed to by his management to be

8 completed.,j

9 Can you identify which items in NUREG-0752 the

10 staf f believes that there is some disagreement on and state

11 whether or not there has been a satisfactory commitment as

12 far as the staff is concerned to carry out those

13 requirements?

14 I would ask you, f.r. Ramirez, to address that..

15 A (WITNESS BAMIREZ) Okay. Eased on some discussions

16 that we had by phone,.it appeared to me that there were

17 three items that there were some differences on, and these

18 three items are found on page 7.

19 0 Page 7 of NUREG-0752?

20 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Correct, NUREG-0752, and that is
,

21 item B, 2.E. We still have not reached complete agreement

22 on the installation and the operational capability of the*

23 new process computer which they have stated that they are

24 installing.

25 (Discussion off the record.)

|
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1 BY MR. CUTCHIN: (Resuming)

2 0 Would you continue with your identification of the

3 three items, please.

4 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes. The first item identified

5 on page 7 of NUREG-0752 as Item 2.B and the fact that we are

6 not completely -- we do no t completely understand what the
.

7 functions will be operational prior to startup using the new

8 process computer..

9 The second item is on page 12. That is item 9.A.

10 We have not completely resolved what, if anything, will be

11 done to the remote shutdown panel at this point, and I guess

12 this item will be sddressed in the report that GPU indicated

13 they were preparing in response to 0752. So, I cannot

14 comment on that any f urther until I see that report.

15 Then the third item would be en page 22, item

16 14.C. The last sen tence at the botte. of the page says a

17 backup system display for in-core thermocouple readouts

18 would be provided prior to restart, and we have not

19 completely resolved this issue.

20 MR. CUTCHIN: Thank you. These witnesses are nov.

21 available for cross examination.

22 3R. BAXTER: One preliminary comment, Mr.*

Chairman. Staff counsel last week had reserved the23

24 opportunity to recall licensee's witnesses for further cross

25 examination af ter his witnesses had reviewed the
.
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|
1 transcript. It is my interpretation, which I think should

2 be confirmed, that these rebuttal questions today now i

3 eliminate the need for any further cross examination by the

4 staff of our witnesses.
|

0 MB. CUTCHIN: That is correct, Mr. Chairman. We

6 have no questions of Licensee's witnesses. Our witnesses
,

7 have read the transcript over the weekend and we have come

8 to that determination..

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: However, it does leave a few items

10 da ng ling as far as the Board is concerned. How will the

11 record be completed on these issues?

12 MB. BAXTER. We may have some cross exanination of

13 this panel on some of these issues. The letter I referred

14 to and the witnesses referred to last week in response to

15 Dr. little's questioning has still not been signed. I do

16 plan to serve it on the Board and the parties as soon as it

17 is available, and I think we will be better able to assess

18 the sta te of the record then.

19 I recognire that there is a possibility that the

e 20 Board or Mr. Sholly or the staff may wan t to recall one or

21 more of our witnesses to ask questions about that letter

22 when it is made available.*

CHAIEMAN SMITH: All right.23

24 Now, Ms. Bradford, Mr. Shelly has been doing th e

- 25 main work. Would you prefer to have Mr. Adler proceed
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1 first, or are you prepared to go ahead on your cross i

2 examination?

3 MS. BEADFDRD: I would be glad if Mr. Adler would

4 proceed. I did confer with Mr. Sholly about our line of

5 concern and our concern rela tes pretty much to what you

6 pointed out about their methods.
o

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH I am not suggesting that you are

8 not capable of making the cross examination. I am just
,

9 observing --

10 MS. BRADFORD: I wo uld prefer to wait for Mr.

11 Sholly. I think he will be here soon.

12 MR. ADLER I only have a few short questions. I

13 am not sure it will help Ms. 3radford but I suppose it will

14 pass the time until Mr. Sholly gets here.

15

16

17

18

19

20, ;

21

* 22

23

24 |

25
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1 CROSS EXAUINATICh

2 BY MR. ADLER4

3 Q Gentlemen, on page 5 of your testimony, you state

4 tha t these improvements will make the TMI control room

5 comparable with the control rooms of newly licensed plants.

6 Do you mean to say that the TMI control room would satisfy
,

7 the complets review for a new operating license?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Would you mind rephrasing that
.

g again, please?

10 C If you were reviewing the TMI control room for a

11 new opera ting license, would the control room satisfy that

12 review?

13 A (WITNESS PAMIREZ) I think on the basis of the

14 reviews that we have been doing on what we call NTOLs,

15 near-term operating license applicants, that with the

16 changes that we recommended in NUREG-0752, that I would have

17 to say "Yes."

18 0 So that assumes that all of the changes that you

19 racommend would be implemented, including the three areas of

e 20 dispute?

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I would say "Yes."

22 0 I have a number of questions on NUREG-0752. On*

23 page 5, the first full paragraph, in the last sentence in

.
24 that paragraph you note that the shift supervisor's office

|

25 and the technical support center are not addressed in your
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1 report because the construction is not far enough along for

2 you to evaluate. Do you have more recent information as to

3 the status of th a t construction, and can you tell us when

4 you will evaluate those aspects?

5 DR. JORDAN: Just a minute. I am having trouble.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The difficulty is the first full
es

7 paragraph begins with "Some deficiencies," a t the top of th e

,e 8 page.

9 MR. ADLER4 I did not realize the pa ragraphs were

10 no t indented. The second full paragraph, beginning with

11 " Category 3 items. "

12 DR. JORDAN: The sentence then beginning -- what

13 sentence are you --

14 MR. ADLER: The sentence reads: " Items concerned

15 with " -- -

16 DR. JORDAN: Okay, now I have it.

17 WITNESS RAMIREZ Would you mind asking th a t

18 question again? I found what you were referrino to.

19 BY MR. ADLER: (Resumine)

20 0 Do you know when the construction vil1 be complete
,

,

21 or far enough along for the staff to evaluate Licensee's

22 compliance?*

23 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, I do not.

24 0 You will evaluate these aspects prior to restart?
,

i

25 A (WITNESS RAMI 2E2) I am sure we will have

i

{
,

I

|
'
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1 something to do with lookina at them and assessing then from

'

2 a human-factors standpoint.

3 Q Do you plan to convey your evaluation to the Board

4 and the parties?

5 A (WIT 3ESS 9AEIREZ) I am sorry, I cannot hear you.

8 0 Do you plan to convey your evaluation to the Board
a

7 and the parties in this proceeding?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I am not sure at this point how
a

g it is going to be handled.

10 MR. ADLER: Perhaps Mr. Cutchin can enlighten us'.

11 There have been a number of instances in the proceeding

12 where the staff has said we have not done the evaluation
13 yet, and I have a somewhat generic concern about whether

14 that information will be conveyed to the Board and the

15 parties prior to restart.

18 3R. CUTCHIN: Normal practice, Mr. Chairman, in

17 verif ying that requirements that are set forth in staff

18 documents are carried out is to have the Office of
19 Inspection and Enforcement make that verification prior to

20 restart.,

21 Now, if the Board or the Comnission wishes to

e 22 impose some different requirements in this case, perhaps we

23 need some specification. But with respect to normal

24 practice, verification is performed by the Office of

25 Inspection and Enforcement just prior to restart.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The Commission has provided a

2 somewhat different procedure in this case In the notice and

3 order for hearing. If I can locate it. It does provide if

4 we are sa tisified that certain short-term actions will be

5 taken before restart, they do not have to be taken and the
,

6 director of NRR will certify to the Commission that they
.

7 are; however, we may -- I cannot find it, I think it is on

8 page 9 -- we may require that -- well, I guess we can
,

9 require whatever we wish, but we can inquire into the

10 methods by the director of NRR will satisfy himself that the

11 actions have been taken.

12 Let me find the exact language there.

13 (Pause.)

14 MR. ADLER: I can look that up later, Mr.

15 Chairman. If we have any specific requests, we can convey

18 them to the Board.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let me just make a.genersi

18 referral to the rules. It is somewhere between pages 9 and

11 of the slip order.19

. 20 MR. CUTCHIN: But, again, normal practice is tha t

21 the Office of Inspection and Enf orcemen t would pass

22 information along to the director of NPR who would then, in*

23 turn, make th e certification.

24 CHAIREAN SMITH: Oh, it is on page 13:

25 " Satisfactory completion of required actions will be
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1 determined by the director of Nuclear Reactor Eegulation.

2 However, prior to issuing its decision, the Board chs11 have

3 the authority " and so forth. I think that probably j...

i

4 covers what our authority is. )

5 MR. ADLERs Thank you. |
1

6 BY MR. ADLER (Resuming)
.

; 7 Q On page 6 of NUREG-0752 I have a question

8 concerning your categorization of severity of problems in
,

g the control room, Category 1, 2, and 3. Now, Item 1A I

10 notsd was classified as a Category 1, and tha t comes f rom

11 your initial h'uman-factors engineering control room design

12 review that is appended to this document.

13 Now, in satisfying this concern, you state that

14 the evaluation and final resolution of the alarm system

15 deficiencies will be addressed in the Licensee's detailed
16 control room design review report for NEC review and

17 approval. In the interim, the Licensee essentially will

18 satisfy the concern with administrative procedure or

19 operating procedure.

20 Now, if your initial categorization of a Category
.

21 1 item is serious concern, human system performance

22 degradation with serious potential safety consequence, I'

23 would like you to explain why you feel that it is adequate
i

24 to address a Category 1 concern with a change in j

25 administrative or operative procedures?
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1 A (WITNESS PRICE) Well, I think, in correcting any

2 of these deficiencies, there are a number of approaches.

3 The primary one we are looking at is the so-called

4 human-factors engineering approach, a change in the

5 interface between the system and the operator.

6 However, in this particular case, the point of
o.

/ 7 contention that would require a hardware change can also be

8 accomplished by emphasis on training procedures which can be
,

g enforced. Our concern was that they simply must recognize,

to interpret the flashing annunciator before acknowleding it in

11 such a way that it would disappear.

12 So it is my opinion that the operators are

13 thoroughly f amiliar with this problem now and probably as

14 concerned about it as we are and would adhere to the
15 procedure until such time as it can be resolved on a

16 permanent b asis, which is described, I think, in the Green

17 report.

18 0 Have you seen the change in administrative

19 procedure or operating procedure that will be implemented?

20 A (WITNESS PRICE) No, I have not.
,

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I can answer that. That has

' 22 not been verified yet. But as Mr. Cutchin pointed out, when

23 these changes are made, what we have.been doing is working

24 with IEE and having them verify changes and corrections.

25 0 Can you describe the types of procedural change
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' I that you feel would be adequate to satisfy this

2 requirement?

3 A (WITNESS PRICE) Well, I would probably suggest

4 that it be a caution. And I would suggest -- I assume this |
,

5 includes some sort of training as well as simply writing it

6 in the procedure -- that is, training of the operators, that
O, !

'7 there is a new modification to the procedure -- for

8 acknowledging annunciators and explaining as we have here
,

9 briefly the reason for it, such change in the procedure.

10 And it csn be rather clearly spelled out: "In the

11 event of any annunciator onset, it is your responsibility to

12 approach that area of the panel, clearly identify the dial

13 which is flashing, what it says, what it means, before

14 acknowledging it."

15 0 You referred re pea tedly to "the procedure." What

16 procedure are you talking about?

17 A (WIT?ESS PRICE) I beg your pardon?

18 Q When you refer to "the procedure," what procedure

19 are you talking about?

20 A (WIINESS PRICE) Well, I do not know the answer to
,

.
21 that. I pJasume there is some overall operating procedure

|
, 22 that deals with handling alarms and annunciators.

23 DR. JORDAN: May I ask Mr. Price a question?

24 3R. ADLER: Certainly.

| 25 DR. JCRDAN: M r. P rice , ha ve you had experience
|

|

!
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1 observing operations in control rooms and observing the I
1

2 operator's response to annunciators? And have you ever seen j
|

3 a procedure for correcting the almost knee-jerk reaction |
|

4 that operators have when there is an annunciator signal?

5 That is, to clear it first and think about it later, because

6 they are busy with something else. Have you ever seen a
i o

7 procedure that said differently and that worked?

. 8 WITNESS PRICE: No, I have not seen such a

g procedure.

10 DR. JORDANS Is there any reason for believing

11 that a procedure which would require the operator to

12 evaluate each annunciator caref ully before clearino it: vould

13 indeed be followed? It seems to me that that is almost

14 impossible to ask an operator to do.

15 WITNESS PRICEa I would think that, like so many

16 other things, that particular aspect has been highlighted so

17 much in the last year or so, the awareness of the

18 perf unctory response to the acknowledgement of annunciators,

jg I think, is quite different today than it was before Three

, 20 Mile Island.

21 DR. JORDANS I see. You believe there is basis

22 for saying that?e

23 NITNESS PRICE. Well, I have perhaps talked to 50

24 c: 50 operators in, I think, nine or ten plants that I have

25 been at.. I feel that they are more sensitive to some of the
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1 problems like this one that has been quite publicized, and

2 recognize that perfunctory action is simply inadequate.

3 Now, I do not propose it be suitable for the

4 long-term fix, because over time thjngs may change.

3 DR. JORDAN: Well, I gather you do feel there has

6 been a change in operator attitudes and with respect to
,

7 acknowled ging annunciators.

8 And I see Mr. Ramirez shaking his head. Do you
a

9 agree that that is the case?

10 WITNESS RAMIREZ: I might be able to answer -- or

11 add something to tha t. I have observed them in operating

12 plants as well as on simulators. And I would sa y, "Yes,"

13 that they are more aware now than they were. Put I think

14 the cambination of the procedure, the additional training,

15 prioritization of alarms so when they look at alarms ther

16 immediately are flagged, that this combination of things

17 should improve the acknowledgement of alarms.

18 DH. JORDAN: I see. And there will te a

jg prioritization then?

20 WITNESS RAMIREZ: Yes, sir.
,

21 DR. JORDAN: Very well.

f 22 Go ahead, Mr. Adler.

23 BY MR. ADLER: (Pesuming)

24 0 Have you evaluated the number and types of alarms

25 that went off during the TMII-2 accident and whether it
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1 would have been possible for the operators to separately

2 acknowledge each one and understand the significance before

3 turning them off?

4 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, we have not. But I think

5 that you have to realize that you seldom, if ever, get one

6 alarm with one flashing window tile. I have never seen one
,

7 yct.

8 But we have talked to Licensees about their alarmn

g systems, and the number of window tiles that they have, and

10 discussed the -- since they are in a better position to know

11 than we are what the important alarms sre, we have discussed

12 these with ther 1 we are asking them to identify those

13 alarms now. And this is how we intend to have them

14 prioritized.

15 0 Please turn to page 7.

16

17

18 |
!

19

20-

21

*
22

- 23

24

25
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1 On item 2(b), the process computer capability is |

2 limited and its vintage raises the question of reliability

3 of the information presented to operators. Now, when I

4 questioned Licensee's witnesses on what they thought the

5 phrase " reliability of the information presented to

6 operators" seant, they said that they did not know.
%

7 Could you clarify that?

8 A (WIThESS RAMIPEZ) I will be honest with you. I
O

g cannot hear you well enough to be able to understand your

10 question.

11 Q I am sorry. When I asked Licensee's witnesses

12 what the phrase " reliability of information presented to

13 operators" meant, they said tha t they did not know. Can you

14 clarify that phrase?

15 A (WITNESS RAMIBEZ) Yes. I recall now you asking

16 that question last Thursday. We rely -- we put a

$7 considerable amount of reliance on what we do in operatcrs.

18 We spend approximately five day.= at a plant and we spend the

19 entire five days with licensed operators and we ask them a

20 lot of questions. We gain their confidence and we rely on
,

21 inf rmation that they give us about systems, about problems

* 22 that they have with systems, or just problems in general.

23 And we talked to several people about the process computer

24 and the peripheral devices that were used with that process

25 computer.
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1 And the information was given to us that the

2 process computer has failed in the past and it is not always

3 available. So the next quastion we have is, are there any

4 data that shows the a vailability. And I guess in our

5 opinion we are looking for availability in a very high

6 percentage area. And we did not see anything in writing or
s

7 any substance in the data that we did get verbally. So we

8 really had nothing to base it on except operator input.
3

9 O So in usi 7 th e te rm " reliability" your sole

10 concern was the availability or the up time of the computer,

11 and not the accuracy of the information presented by the --

12 it was a combination of both?

13 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes.

14 C So you did have some concerns about the accuracy

15 of the information provided to the operators by the

16 computer?

17 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) When you talk about down time,

18 you may not always discover immediately that you are having

19 a problem with the computer, you know, unless it absolutely

20 quits. So you have periods of time before you detect that
.

21 the system is not o pera tin g correctly. And during those

22 periods, I would expect that the data may not be correct.*

23 Q Do you have any specific information or evidence

24 that the computer at TMI-1 provided the operators with

25 incorrect, as opposed to no information?
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1 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Only verbal discussions that we

2 had with operators that on occasion they have noticed it.

3 0 You listed this item as one of the unresolved

4 items between the staff and the Licensee. Are you aware

5 that there was a previous contention in this proceeding on

6 the upgrading of IMI-1's computer system?
,

7 A (WITNESS PAMIREZ) Yes. It is my understanding

8 that they had alrasiy planned to do something with thata

g system prior to our review.

10 0 Have you conferred with the staff's witnesses on

11 those computer contentions who testified previously?

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) If you are speaking of Mr.

13 Joyce's testimony?

14 Q I believe that is correct.

15 A (WITNESS RAMISEZ) Yes.

16 C And is Br. Joyce also in disagreement with tha

17 sta f f -- I am sorry, with the Licensee -- as to the status

18 of upgrading the computer system?

19 A (WITNESS 3AMISEZ) I believe he is, frem our

= 20 discussions.
(Pause.)

21
0 On page 8, item 3(e) --

*
22

DR. LIITLE: Just a moment, Mr. Adler. Before you

23
leave that line of questioning, this migh t be a good place

24
to get some answers as to what procedures are in effect to

25

I
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1 resolve these differences and how -- what are the steps

2 being taken to resolve the differences between Licensee and
j

3 staff on this particular item, 2(b), process computer?

4 WITNESS RAMIREZs It is my understanding that this

5 is one of the items tha t we will be receiving a response

6 from GPU on.
4

7 DR. LITTLE: Mr. Baxter is shaking his head. I do

8 not know what Mr. Parker will do about that.
a

9 MR. BAXTER: Well, I do not believe on this item

10 that Licensee honestly read there to be any disagreement

11 based on our review of this document. This may come up in

12 my cross-examination, but I do not see a requirement that is

13 written here that we feel we need to meet. And so I do not

34 believe that the latter -- I hate to keep talking about what

15 is in the letter because we do not have it signed yet.

16 But.certainly the draf ts I have seen do not talk

17 abou t the process computer, because we do not perceive it to

18 be an open item.

19 MR. ADLER: That is what conf used me. My

20 recollection of the testimony on the computer' contention was
,

21 that there was not any disagreement between the staff and

* 22 the Licensee, and th a t is why I was confused by the rebuttal

23 testimony today.

24 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, ma ybe I can try to

25 bring this back into perspective. The testimony offered by
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1 Mr. Joyce went to the question of whether the operator had

2 available to him sufficient information via hard-wired

3 instrumentation and the like without the need for a

4 computer. And so I am not sure what the feeling of

5 confusion is here.

6 Maybe a couple of questions to these witnesses as
4

7 to whether general design criteria 13, which is what Mr.

8 Joyce was addressing, requires that there be a computer, or
.

g does the staff merely require that if there be a computer,

'

10 even though one not be required by the regulations, that it

11 be capable of giving reliable information. I think that

12 would perhaps clear up some of the confusion.

13 DR. LITTLE: Based on what I have heard and based

14 on reading this information on page 7 dealing with 2(b), I

15 am still not clear as to what the new printer and process

16 computer are going to provide, because we still have not

17 gotten to the question of reliability, whether it is giving

18 information on a timely basis, whether the information that

3g is given is accurate, and whether or not the computer is.

20 available from the standpoint of being operational..

21 I do not think we have resolved-this yet, just

22 What this new system is going to do.*

23 'JIT. NESS P AMIREZ Okay. I think maybe I can add
'

!

24 something to that. Based on my last conversations with the ;

l

25 Licensee 's representa tives via telephone, it was not clear
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1 to se that this particular item was no more of a problem to

2 them. And so I was anticipating that they still had

3 something to comment on in that pa rticula r item.

4 I did not know they were preparing a response to

5 0752 until last Thursday, when it was mentioned here at the

6 hearing. So I was anticipating.
4

7 MR. 3AXTER: Dr. Little, we are not going to leave

8 you dangling like this. I am just going to have to do some
,

g consultation over the next break, and I will have either

10 cross-examina tion of these witnesses, hopefully to clear it

11 up somewhat, or additional testimony.

12 DR. LITTLE: I would particularly like to have

13 those three aspects of it addressed: the timeliness of

14 information, the securacy of the information, and the

15 availability of the system, its estimated down time.

16 DR. JORDAN: Some time or other I would.like the

17 witnesses to address the adequacy of the proposed new

18 computer, at least your thoughts on that. And so let's wait

jg f o r th a t , too, until these other matters are addressed.

20 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)
.

21 C I had referred you to item 3(e) on page 8. That

22 involves the burned-out bulbs on the legend indicators, and*

23 the Licensee's response is that a formal surveillance
,

1

24 program will be implemented.

25 Has the plan for that surveillance program been
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1 submitted to the staff yet?

2 A (WITNESS RAMIPEZ) No, it has not.

3 Q Are there any do you have something to add?--

4 A (WITNESS BAMIREZ) It has been addressed --

5 A (WITNESS PRICE) It has been addressed, I think,

6 in this green-covered review of Three Mile Island Unit 1,
.

7 and in some detail about the frequency of surveillance

8 necessary to maintain an adequate certainty that there are
e

g no burned-out bulbs of any significance.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: That was a reference to

11 Licensee's Exhibit 23. I could see you referring to

12 Licensee's Exhibit 23.

13 WITNESS PRICEa Yes, sir.

14 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

15 0 Have you gentlemen personally reviewed those

18 aspects of Licensee's Exhibit 23?

17 A (WITNESS PRICE) I have.

18 0 Are there any specific NRC requirements regarding

19 main tenance procedures to assure tha t the information in the

20 control roca that the equipment in the control room is--
,

21 maintained?

22 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I cannot think of anything*

23 righ t of f hand , any specific detailed requirements.

24 Q Just referring for a moment to page 19 -- |

25 DR. LITILE: 19 of which.

|

|
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1 MR. ADLEEa of NUR EG-0752.

2 3Y MB. ADLERs (Resumiaq)

3 Q Item 10(c) rafars to inoperable page telephones.

4 Are you aware of a proposed maintenance program to assure

5 that telephones sni other communications systems in the

6 plant are maintained properly and are fully operable at all
.

7 times?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I have not seen any specific
e

o program for doing so. Rut I am sure that the Licensee -- I

10 mean , it is normal for licensees to have programs, you know,

11 maintenance programs for conducting business.

12 0 You started to say that you are sure that they

13 did. Do you have any specific knowledge with respect to

14 this Licensee ?

15 A (WITNESS RAF.IBEZ) I do not with respect to this

16 specific Licensee.

17 0 Should there be a maintenance program to assure

18 that all communications systems necessary for emergency

19 operation are in operatiom ?

20 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, I do.
,

21 Q And the same would be true for the lichts on the

22 control room panel?*

23 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes,.there should be a program

for surveillance.24

25 CHAI3 MAN SMITH: Are we equating page telephones
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1 with esergency communication equipment? Are you in your

2 question?

3 MR. ADLER: I was not in my question, no. Perhaps

4 I should ask.
.

CH AIR' AN SMITH: Okay. It just followed the paged5

6 telephone answer so closely that I thought clarification
.

7 would be in order.

8 BY MP. ADLER: (Resuming)
,

9 0 Are page telephones necessary to be in operation

10 during emergency operation of the plant?

11 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) As I understand it, they use

12 that for some communication in the plan t and for

13 communicating between the control room and other areas in

14 the plant.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What was the question?

16 MR. ADLER: The question was whether the page

17 telephones are required to be in operation for emergency

18 operation. And as I understand the witness' answer, it is

19 yes. .

. 20 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is that --

21 WITNESS RAMIREZ: It is my understanding they are

22 used for communications between the control room and other'

23 areas remote f rom the control room.
DR. JGEDAN: These communications are important to24

25 the safety of the plant, particularly during --
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1 WITNESS RAMIREZ: I would say that they are, yes.

2 BY MR. ADLER: (Resuming)

3 0 Now, on page 11, i tem 4(g) --

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Unless you indicate otherwise,

5 you are referring to Staff Exhibit 2?

6 38. ADLER: That is correct.
.

7 BY MR. ADLERa (Resuming)
.

8 Q Item afg) reads, "No lamp test capability on
,

9 control boards or canels." Would the NRC require lamp test

10 capability f or a new operating license?

11 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I think that is a possibility.

12 I could not answer that as a yes or no right off at this

13 poin t. As Mr. Price pointed out, there are different ways

14 of doing things, alternative ways of achieving the same

15 goals in the human f actors area. If you are asking me my

16 personal opinion , my personal opinion is I would like to see

17 lots of tests, you know, on certain equipment.

18 0 Getting back to the formal surveillance program

19 referenced on page 8, do you know how frequently the light

20 bulbs in a control room panel will be tested?
.

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I do not at this point. I have

22 not -- you know, there is some discussion, I think, in their*

23 report . But I do not think they have told us specifically

24 how often they are going to do this.

25 Q How often should it be tested?
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1 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Well, it depends on their use

2 of indicator lights. If they are derated -- there are ways

3 of derating them so that their Cperating lives are

4 extended. But when you derate them they dim. So what we

5 have been doing with other licensees is having them have a

6 daily procram whereby those plants have their on-shift
. -

7 operators -- the one that is leaving and the one coming on

8 shift do a walk-through of the boards, of the control boards
.

9 at each shift change. And they go through the process.

10 They have a procedure for doing it. And they observe the

11 condition of all the controls and the displays at that point

12 in time.
I

13 So we are recommending that they include in that

14 valk-through a surveillance of indicator lights.

15 0 In the course of that walk -th rough , if there was

18 an indicator light whose normal position was o1f would the

17 valk-through be able to detect whether or not that bulb had

18 been burned out?
'

gg A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) The walk-through dCes not

20 provide a 100 percen t indica tion every time they walk
,

21 through. But by virtue of the fact that control --

* 22 indicator lights may show different positions at different

23 times, I think over a period of time they probably would be

24 able to distinguish this.

25 I think some of this was pointed out last Thursday
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1 about the controls. When the controls are moved, I think

2 one of the points that was made, both of the indicator
!

3 lights come on at that point. So an operator can observe

4 for controls at that time whether the lamps are burnt out or

5 not.

6 C Would that be true if the normal position of the
.

7 indicator light was always off, that it never switched back

8 and forth and that it only came on in the event of an
.

g emergency? Wouldn't it be that the operators would never

10 know that that bulb was burned out?

11 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I guess that could be a

12 possibility. But I think on most of those systems -- I'm

13 not sure on this one, but on most of the systems they do

14 have -- well, I cannot speak for this plant at this point.

15 But some plants have capabilities for testing lamps.

16 0 You do not know wh ether TMI-1 does?
'

17 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I cannot recall, that is

*

18 correct.

19 0 Can you refer me in Licensee's Exhibit 23 to the

20 references to the formal surveillance program?
,

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I did not hear you.

* 22 0 Can you refer me to the reference that you just

23 made in iicensee's Exhibit 23 to the formal surveillance'

24 program?

25 (Pause.)
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1 A (WITNESS PRICE) I am just checking here.
,

2 I read it, but I cannot find the section it is

3 in. Perhaps Dr. Christensen or somebody could remember

4 which section it was in. I know they did the study of

5 failure frequency and --

6 MR. BAXTER: You might try Appendix C.
,

7 WITNESS FBICE: Ch, yes.

8 MR. BAXTER: Page 17.
.

9 WITNESS RA.11REZ: 17.

10 (Pause.)

11 WITNESS PRICE: It actually starts back earlier in

12 the beginning of that appendix. I think some of the

13 discussion beginning on page 15 describes -- gets into the

14 types of bulbs, the reasons that affect bulb life, and in

15 many of these -- in this pa rticular plant, many of them are

16 dual bulbs so that when one is out tha other one will be
17 illuminated and it will be distinctly dimmer than when both

18 are illuminated in the legend indicators.

19 BY MR. ADLERs ( Re s'unin g )

e 20 0 I am sorry, I did not hea r tha t answer.

21 A (WITNESS FRICE) ?.any of the -- as I recall, in

22 this plant most of the legend indicators are dual bulb --*

23 have two bulbs, so that when one is out the other will

24 remain illuminated, but the legend will be distinctly dimmer

25 than if both are lit, thereby indicating a bulb needs to be
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I replaced.

2 0 You say that most do. Have you familiarized

3 yourself with which indicators do have two bulbs and which

4 do not?

5 A (WITNESS PRICE) In a general sense, when we

6 reviewed the plant we looked at what they were at the time.
.

7 And we do not attempt to review every indicator or every
'

8 control. We attempt to address the problems that are
,

9 specific to a group of things, a group of legend indicators,

10 s a y .

11 So in this case we did satisfy ourselves that

12 there were dual bulbs, but we did not check every

13 indicator. I assume the engineering design was concistent

14 throughout.

is 0 I want to cla rif y one last question. You did

16 testify that you have no information regardino the frequency

17 of bulb testing; is that correct ?

18 A (WITNESS PRICE) O ther than what is recommended on

19 page 18 here. Now, that is -- I do not know if that is a

. 20 formal submission to the NBC or what. But you know, the

21 analysis was very reasonable, I thought, of how to go about

22 ascertaining what frequency to do the surveillance=

23 checking .

24 0 Well, have you made a formal determination that

the bulb testing and replacement program is adequate?25

|

|
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1 A ('JITNESS EAM!EEZ) No, we have not. At this point

2 ve have not.

3 3R. ADLER: I have no more questions.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHa 'Je'11 take a ten-minute recess.

5 (Recess.)

6
.

7

8.

9

10

11

12

13

14

1

15
'

'
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.
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1 CHAIEMAN SHITH: .1 s. B r ad f o rd , I guess you are

2 free to proceed now.

3 (Pause.)

4 MR. SHOLLYs Mr. Chairman, I am not clear at this

5 point whether it is profitable to continue with this line of
,

6 questioning about the plant computer or if that is going to
.

7 be addressed sometime this afternoon.

8 Ms. Bradford inf orms me that there is poten tially
.

g some type of disagreement between staff and Licensee. And I

10 do not know whether we are going to pursue that now or

11 later.

12 CHAIRf.AN SMITH: Mr. Baxter, would you explain?

13 MR. BAXTER: Well, I will have some cross

14 examination of the witnesses on the purported disagreement

15 between the Licensee and the staff, whirh I am sure exists.

16 And tha t may nelp you or it may not. ! really do not know.

17 If the record is still unsettlad , we may have additional

18 testimony by the Licensee

3g CHAIRMAN SMITH: You can reserve any crosss

20 examination on it until you see what the cross examination.

21 1s and what the further disclosures are, if you wish.
!

22 MR. SHOLLY That will be fine, Mr. Chairman.*

I miaht observe initially that I did not get a23
1

24 chance to finish up the cross-examination plans because of |

25 my daughter's illness this morning. So I will just be going

|
.
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1 -- I want to do things really have staff explain what they

2 did in their control room review, what references or

3 documents or guidelines they used to review the control room

4 take the staff witnesses through that; and then explore with

5 them the schedule for implementation or inspection of the

6 changes as they are made. Those are the two major areas of
.

7 concern.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH Okay. I am sure Ms. Bradford --

.

g I notice she was making notes as Mr. Adler was cross

10 examining. It might be -- Mr. Adler, would it be helpful'

11 perhaps if you -- could you perhaps join ' r. Sholly and helpd

12 him when he gets into an area where you have already covered

13 it, you think, if the situation comes up?

14 Md. ADLERs I will go sit behind him.

15 (Laughter.)

16 BY MR. SHOLLYs

17 0 Mr. Ramirez, in performing the staxf's review of

18 the TMI-1 control room, did you utilize the draft report

gg which was peersred by Essex Corporation and that is

20 designa ted in NUREG-CR-158 0?.

21 A ('JITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, we did.

22 0 Could you explain briefly, if possible, how that*

23 process works, utilizing those guidelines in terms of

24 performing control room review? And particularly, I am

25 interested in some of the de tails of the team of the people
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1 who did the review, what their backgrcunds are, what types

2 of areas they focus on in the review.

3 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Okay. What we de is we

4 generally have five, six, or seven people on a visit. !

5 think at TMI we had somewhere between -- around eicht or

8 nine. We had a couple of people that we were training along
,

7 with Js. We generally have a team leader and the supporting

8 help.
,

9 I was the team leader at TMI, and you have seen my

10 background and my qualifications. Mr. Price, sitting on my

11 left here, was our consultant, our human-factors engineering

12 consultant, on that visit. We have a gentleman who is an

13 architect , who has a good bit of experience in human factors

14 and in lighting and sound, who accompanied us on that trip.

15 We have a systems engineer we usually have on the trip, and

18 we did have one on this trip. We had an instrumentation and

17 control systems person with us on the trip. Ahd one

18 gentleman was an environmental type who was on the trip with

19 us.

. 20 That was the core group that did the review. And

21 what we do is we break up into different teams. We have one

22 person who is assigned to doing environmental things, makes*

23 sound measurements, lichting. Tn fact, we have two people

24 that we have already doing that. The primary person is the

25 srchitect .
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1 Mr. Price, on my left, usually conducts the reviev

X 2 along with some of the other people in the group. He

3 reviews the panels, board for labeling controls, readability

4 of controls and displays. That is on one day. And then on

5 another day we have him do the control-display

6 relationships. And I might add that while we are doing
.

7 this, we ask and we arrange with a Licensee to have

8 available to us, two and possibly three licensed ocert+ers.
.

9 And we have them with us the whole time so that they are

10 av'ailable for answering any questions that we might have.

11 Then we have one of the people assigned go look at

12 the remote shu tdown panel. We have a person assigned to
'

13 look at the process computer and all peripherally involved

14 and --

15 A (WITNESS FRICE) As I recall, there are a total of

16 17 different areas that we look at. Some -- communications

17 would be another one. Workplace layout would be another

18 one. Environment, Ray has mentioned. Controls is a

19 separate area. Displays is a separate area. Ann uncia to rs

20 is a separate topic.
.

21 Then there are some special -- the process

22 computer is a separate topic. And there are a few special*

23 task s that we also look ats the in-core thermccouples --

24 what else is there? Anyway, there are 17 separate areas,,

25 some done singly. For example, the lignt measurement
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1 usually is one person thct is taking those. I think all of

2 the board work is alwayt7done in pairs. Myself, I am always

3 paired up with usually the systems type, because ve find

4 that between the two of us, with his knowledge of the

5 systems and mine of human factors, we can usually work with

q the operator to find the deficiencies.
.

7 And we do real quickly -- Monday is usually kind

8 of a general familiarization, and working more as
,

g individuals. As Ray mentioned, I usually start out looking

10 first at controls, displays, and labels. Tuesday, the team

11 is still working more or less as individuals.

12 Wednesday, we run -- we pair up, usually into

13 three teams, and go through what we call the systems

14 walkthrough, and each of us with an operator. And we will

15 take each panel or major system, and there are several

16 techniques we use: We will either ask them to pull out a

17 procedure and walk through with us, "When you manually

18 initiate this pump, how do you tell it is running? How do

19 you know what the flow rate is," and so forth.

20 Or we will randomly pick some displays or some
.

21 controls and ark them, "How are these used?" And sometimes

22 -- a nd usually and frankly, in most cases, the operators* --

23 probably point out most of the deficiencies we find before

we find them.24

25 At least in my own case, and I think it is true
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1 with our team, we tell ther., "It is our purpose to review

2 this control room for the interf ace between you as an

3 operator and the systems you are going to be responsible for

4 operating."

5 In my own case, I particularly make it a point

6 that I have no ax to grind; I am interested in the plant
,

7 being as. safe as they are. And there is obviously no -- we

8 are not evaluating them. '.'e ma k e i t quite clear we are not.

9 evaluating their knowledge, their capability, in any way. I

10 mean we are not looking at their training, and that

11 everything is -- will be confidential that they tell us so.

12 That is more or less the way we do it.

13 Now, on the Thursday -- a nd this varies somewhat

14 -- we do a filming of usually three or four emergency

15 procedures, a videotaping. Again, this is more or less a

16 walkthrough, and it is an interactive-type walkthrough where

17 each of us observing has a copy of the procedures. And we

18 ask them to do it more or less as they would in a real

19 situ ation .

20 For example, at T3I the shift supervisor read the=

21 procedures to operators who were on the boards implementing

* 22 the procedures. When I say " interactive," Ray or myself or

23 anybody, since this was also on tape, sound as well as video

24 if they said, "Well, I would check pressure here," we would

25 ask them to physically touch the instrument and perhaps say,
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1 "Well, how do you" -- if the procedure said check that

2 presuure is Idequate, we ask, "How do you know it is

3 ad eq ua te ? "
1

4 And then we can generally relate if they are

5 looking at this instrument, we probably in our photographic

6 I forgot to mention that we have another person that--

.

7 takes a rather complete photographic record of all the

8 deficiencies -- that is, a t least those you can photograph
,

9 snd so we can, if somebody says, "I read three gallons a--

10 minute," we look , at the meter and see is it -- o r the

11 picture -- can you really in fact accurately read three

12 gallons a minute f rom this?

13 Friday, as a general rule, is devoted to the team

14 leader -- Ray Ramirez, in this case -- debriefing -- well,

15 he has all of our notes. All of us write up our

16 observations, and Ray debriefs, or whoever the team leader

17 is, the utility. At this point I guess it is also important

18 that we do not attempt at this point to make any judgment as

19 to the importance of whatever we found.

20 We simply brief them on what we found, eith the.

21 explanation that some could possibly be dropped or we do not

22 know what the importance is, but we want to give them a feel*

23 for the kinds of things that are going to be formally

24 provided to them by the staff.

25
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1 And in general -- well, if you want to wrap up

2 what happens in the sequence later, maybe Ray should be

3 doing th is. But the team leader draf ts a report which all
l

4 of us that were on the review get together and check it for

5 its accuracy with respect to the pieces that we did.

6 We then have a consensus discussion about the
.

7 severity or what we just simply call categories 1, 2 and 3.

8 We might -- well, we just work with it until we agree that
,

g it represents our consensus opinion. And that is sent in a

10 draf t version back to the utility for their comments.

11 Typically, the next step some time downstream is a

12 conf erence call where clarifications, if they did not

13 understand some item as we wrote it, that is clarified. We

14 then try to work out a face to face meeting date, and our

15 team cits with their representatives and at that point we

16 ask them to discuss and describe what they intend to do

17 about the items that we have written up. And we provide, I

18 think, some guidance on what we feel is acceptable as a

19 resolution , so that when they leave that meeting they have

20 -- w e f eel everybody should reasonably well understand whan.

21 is expected of the other.

22 At that point the utility then would make a*

23 written -- we would write up our formal report. Th+y would

24 then make their formal response, and eventually the SER

25 would be written. Sometimes there is a lot -- quite

.
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1 frequently, as was the case here, a lot of discussion on the

2 phone about -- during all this process, clarifying ;

3 pa rticular items. But roughly that is what happens.

4 A (WITNESS RAMIBEZ) I might add, this was a pretty

5 hectic week for those of us to do, because as -- I want to

6 call him " Smoke." His nickname is " Smoke." As Harold Price
.

7 pointed out, each day we get together at the end of the day

8 and discuss all of the things that we find tha t day, and the
,

9 team leader requires each person to provide him a writeup of

to their conclusions on deficiencies that they noted, so that

11 th e team leader accumulates these each night and begins to

12 form his exit briefing or debriefing that he presents to the

13 licensee each Friday.

14 And I guess we ocnerally put in anywhere between

15 60 to 80 hours, depending on the plant.

16 0 Is there any particular reason why this is chosen

17 to be a one-week process?

18 A (WITNESS RAF.IREZ) I do not understand you.

19 0 Are thars any particular reasons why this is a

20 one-week process? Is it a matter of the number of control. ,

21 rooms you have to review? What reasons enter into it?

22 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I would say that probably6

23 impacts it more than anything else. Overall schedule from

24 beginning, from the time we prepare to do a visit and we--

25 usually start about a month ahead of time -- until we have

,
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1 completed the SER and, you know, that is published, it takes

2 anywhere up to -- well, I guess about three to three and a

3 half months on the average.

4 Q During the staff's review, it seems that most of

5 the review is concentrated on the physical control room

6 facility itself. To what extent do you go through
.

7 procedures -- I noted that you did mention a couple of

8 procedural walk-throughs with the emergency procedures. But,

9 do you also go through administrative procedure?

10 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, we do not. I would have to

11 say that most of our effort is concentrated on what would

12 happen in an emergency, how the operator would react in an

13 emergency. And we only look at emergency operating

14 procedures to the extent that We look at human factors

15 involvement. We do not look at the substance of the

16 procedure. There is another branch within the Commission

it that has tha t responsibility.

18 Q In conjunction with the staff's review, is it

19, common practice or has it occurred that the staff also
20 reviews the simulator that is associated with this.

21 particular plant? I think in this case it is the ECW

t 22 simula tor. Do you review the simulator and compare and

23 contrast tha t with the control room?

24 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, we have not. Where there |

25 are plants that hsve simulators, you know, nearby or

i

|

i
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I available, we scaetimes perform the walk-through --

2 emergency procedures on the simulator, and other times we do
,

'

3 it on both the panel and the simulator.

4 A (WITNESS PRICE) That is only true if it is a

5 one-for-one simulator.

6 A (WITNESS RA5IREZ) Right.
e

7 0 Regarding the remote shutdown panel, what level of

8 importance within the review is placed on a remote shutdown
1

9 panel, realiring that this would probably only be used in a n

to emergency? Is this examined pretty heavily, or would you

11 say it takes a matter of hours to take a look at that?

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) It takes a matter of a couple

13 of hours to evaluate it, for someone to go in and look at it

14 and write whatever deficiencies they have noted.

15 0 I note that you said -- one of the witnesses said

16 that you questioned the operators, talked to the operators a

17 fair amount during these reviews. In discussing the TMI-1

18 control room with the TMI operators, were there any

19 deficiencies that they were particularly concerned about?

20 And there are a couple of areas that I am concerned with,
.

21 and I will take them one at a time.

22 First of all, the alarm system for TMI-1. Any*
,

23 notable problems with that that you recall that were

24 mentioned by the operators?

25 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I think one was when we pointed

l
1
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y out in th e SEB, where we said that it was very easy for them

2 to acknowledge, as was pointed out by one of the Peard

,- 3 members during this discussion that operators cometimes

4 rasch over and acknowledge without actually looking at that

5 point to see what alarms are flashing.

6 In this case, when they hit the acknowledge button
v

7 the flashing lights go solid illuminated. So they might

8 lose a bit of information by doing that. And we feel that
q

g before they acknowledge they ought to scan the overhead

10 alarms and have some idea of what new alarms came on and

11 also what their importance is.

12 Q In other words, when the operator acknowledges an

13 alarm it is indistinguishable f rom alarms which were

14 previously acknowledged but still exist?

15 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) At this point in time I think

16 tha t is the case. If they have a previous alarm and

17 acknowledged it, the windows would be solid illuminated.

18 And if they received a subsequent alarm and acknowledge it,

gg all of the windows would just be illuminated.

20 0 Does the staff plan to require alterations,
o

21 procedural or otherwise, to take care of that problem prior

22 to restart?*

23 .A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, I think we say in the SER

24 that they had to provido procedures that would alter, you

25 know, their procedure for doing that and included -- Mr.
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1 Price responded to that earlier. We would expect them to

2 provide additional training to operators. And at the same

3 time we are also requiring that they prioritize the alarms

4 so that the nore important alarms are a different color.

5 0 Is that a type of change that would be checked for

6 procedurally, I am speaking of now -- is that the type of
,

7 change that would be checked for by the Inspection and

8 Enforcement Branch in an overall inspection prior to
%

9 restart?

10 A (WITNESS R AXIREZ ) Yes.

11 0 To make sure that is implemented?

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes.

13 0 Under your direction, wha t other P CW plants have

14 you reviewed, if any?

15 A (WITNESS R AMIREZ ) What other ones have been

16 reviewed ?

17 0 Yes.

18 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) To my knowledge, this is the

gg only one thus far.

20 0 Is it common for the staff, realizing that perhaps
.

21 you have not been doing this for a great length of time, but

22 is it common practice to compare control rooms once you have*

23 done several revieve?

24 A (WITNESS R AMIREZ) I think there is a tendency for

25 us to discuss other control rooms, yes.

'
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1 (Pause.)

2 C The instance of the videotaping of emergency

3 procedures, as I recall, this videotaping was suggested at

4 least by the Essex Corporation review of TMI-2 that was

5 performed after the accident. It was suggested as a

6 possible sdjunct or whatever to examining accidents and
.w

7 analyzing what took place.

8 Does the staff have under development any type of
%

9 criteria for installing such video or audio taping systems?

10 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Do you mean us continuing to do

11 it ourselves or having the licensee install them?

12 Q Having the licensee install it, and presumably

13 with an eye toward f acilitating review of any accidents or

14 transients or whatever that develop.

15 A (WITNESS 3AMIREZ) I do not believe that that is

16 being considered at this time, not to my knowledge.

17 C This migh t be something that would be done

18 voluntarily, then, by a given licensee?

19 A (WITNESS RAMIhEZ) Yes. At this point I would say

20 if it is done it is done voluntarily, yes.
.

21 0 would you see a great advantsge or any type of

22 advantage to a video or audio taping system in the control.

23 roon ?

24 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Personally, you know, I do not

25 see r.ny specific advantage. I would think that once, when

!
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1 they develop their procedures and develop the operator's

2 sequence of actions and videotape them themselves and use

3 that information in order to revise the procedures, in order

4 to improve the operator's capability, you know, once having

5 done that, then I really do nor see, personally see any

6 other advantage to that.
-

7 0 Do you have any viewpoint on that, Mr. Price?

8 A (WIT. NESS PRICE) Well, I have discussed it and in

\
g my opinion it would not be something that should be

10 required. What I have kind of suggested at several of the

11 utilitie's where we have been is that each of the shift
12 supervisors could occasionally implement such a procedure

13 for what I think of as sort of proficiency training, to use

14 for feedback and review with sonebody, work with your peers,

15 your shift supervisor, but not to be kept as a permanent

16 record.

17 I believe in that sense they would feel more

18 inclined to discuss problems that did arise in any of these

19 exercises, proficiency type exercises. Eut I feel there

20 would be some constraints and an attitudinal problem on the
g

21 part of operators, a big brother type business, and don 't

o 22 feel it is worth the investment from that point of view.

23 0 Do you think a routine videotaping -- let's take,

| 24 for example, let's say a video and audio taping system was

25 hooked up to the alarm panel to come on on a given set of

|
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1 alarms, say reactor trip or feedwater pump trip or something

2 such as that. Do you think a system like that might inhibit

3 free discussion among the operators as to what is going on?

4 A (WITNESS PRICE) To some extent I am sure, if you
.

5 look in the parallel systems, the most notable one is the

6 voluntary reporting system, say, of the FAA, where voluntary
.

y reporting, which is -- guarantees anonymity in this case of

8 flight crews, has revealed tremendous amounts of information
A

9 or deficiencies, if you will, that through all regulated

to types of reporting beyond that it did not come close to

11 matrhing it.

12 And I think one could design this system in a

13 similar way. Surely, I believe that people are concerned

14 about job security in the sense that a mistake permanen'lyc

15 recorded on film or tape is something they prefer not to

16 have. And so I would -- I would think, in parallel again to

17 the experience the FA A has had, some type of voluntary

18 proficiency maintenance would be superior. Even if you were

19 not full-time recording, knowing that it is going to pop on

20 some time when you are on shif t I would think would not be a
o

21 desirable human factors feature.
A (*4ITNESS RAMIREZ) Excuse me. Can I add something22o

23 there? I did not rule out in my statement -- I did not rule |

24 out the use of such devices or systems at one-for-one |

25 simulato rs. I think th a t is where they could be used to
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1 improve operations in a control room without having to worry
.

2 about these things that Er. Price is talking about.

3 A (WITNESS PRICE) And I might comment, it is

4 certainly my strong opinion that simulators could be more

5 effectively used to provide -- to collect data, provide some

6 feedback that is simply not done now.
'

7 I believe, while we have not been looking into the

8 training, it is my understandino from the simulators we have

A
g looked at that this type of detailed analycis of operator

10 perf ormance has not apparently gone through. It is more of

11 a gross, you did it right or you did not. So to that

12 extent , I would say that it would be valuable if it was in

13 the learning situation.

14 (Pause.)

15 MR. SHOLLYa Excuse me for a second, Mr.

16 Chairman.

17 (Pause.)

18 BY MB. SMOLLY: (Resuming)

19 0 In terms of the review by the staff from here

20 until restart and then beyond, regarding the TMI-1 control
.

21 room, could you explain briefly what types of additional

! 22 reviews might take place, and also what branch of NRC has ),

23 responsibility f or seeing to it that changes which are

24 proposed and agreed upon are in fact implemented on a

timetable that is agreed to?25
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1 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Okay. I don't know what
,

2 arrangements are made with. other organirations within the

3 NRC. You know, ICE is the Inspection and Enforcement arm

4 and they would generally do the review and assure whether

5 improvements had been made in accordance with some documert

6 that we have published.
,

7 In our case, we have specifically made

8 arrangements with IEE to follow up on our reviews. I amg

g sure other -- other arrangements are made with other

10 divisions or branches within the NRC. As far ac 737 or

11 whatever document you have in mind where these things are

12 itemized, we are responsible for 1.D.1, and we would arrange

13 for IEE to follow up on that for us. And then we have a

14 constant communication with them until everything is

15 satisf actory to them and to us.

16 But I could not speak for other organirations on

17 how they follow up.

18 0 Would you expect that some type of inspection |
1

19 would be done prior to restart to see what the status of the

20 proposed changes is, which have they completed, which have-

21 not been?
*

A (WITNESS RAMIRE2) I am sure that there will be22

23 some way that they will be verified. In our case, as I say,

24 ICE will verify for us.

25 C Based on your knowledge of IEE, does that

.
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| 1 organization have within it any human factors capability in

2 terms of particular cxpertise or --

3 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I could not answer that. I

4 really do not know.

5 0 Thank you.

6 A (WITNESS RAHIREZ) You are welcome.
.

7 (Pause.)

8 A (WITNESS RA3IREZ) I might add that hr. Price

g pointed out something to me. I think we would agree that

10 there are some things that ICE cannot verify and they will

11 tell us they cannot verify. In those cases we make other

12 arrangements. We sust go back and verify it ourselves.

13 A (WITNFSS PRICE) We have had some discussions in

14 these various say 18 or so areas. Some things, temperature

15 readings, air flow, they can surely do that well on the

16 boards. Where the labels are permanently affixed obviously

17 is no problem.

18 I have discussed with the staff that there are

gg areas like, for example, color coding, which is more

20 difficult for, in my opinion, for a non-human factors.

21 trained person to sssqss the adequacy of. That would ha ve
,

1
'

to be seen after it is done. It is very difficult to assess* 22

how well it is going to come out when you see it on the23

blueprint or sketch and words. Sometimes it is done well24

25 and sometimes it is not.
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1 So I think there would be some things that would
,

2 have to be observed by someone in the Euman Factors Branch

3 or with human factors experience. And we have discussed

4 that, not just for this plant but for all of them.

5 0 What type of mechanism exists -- I am not really
.

6 sure what I am looking for here, but wha t type of mechanism
,

7 exists which will allow a member of the public, a Board

8 member, whomever, to determine that in fact changes that
S

9 were agreed upon have been completed, have been inspected or

10 examined and found to be satisf actory ?

11 Is there anticipated to be some sort of a final

12 document come out, let's say six months after restart or

13 something lik e th a t , which will address this particular

14 issue? -

15 A (WITNESS RA."IREZ) I an not sure any specific

16 documents are published other than the issuance, say, of a

17 license or, you know, something of that nature that would'

18 incorporate by ref erence tha t things had been completed in
.

19 accordance with certain documents. Other than that I could

20 not answer.
,

21 To my knowledge, it includes the use of SIR 's, as
!

22 an evaluation report goes into a complete SFR, which is*

23 something prerequisite to the issuance of a license, that |
|

24 type of thing. I

25 Gause.)
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1 MR. SHOLLY Mr. Chairman, I believe we are

2 complete at this point, although , as you mentioned , I would

3 like to reserve the possibility of asking -- I guess it is

4 recross or redirect, whichever, in ew e * y ris tt:q interesting

5 comes up out of this discussion of :.hc con put er which Mr.

6 Baxter mentioned.
-

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. I suggest that we adjourn

8 for lunch.
s

9 (Board conferr!.ng.)

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Let's adjourn until 1:30.

11 After the lunch break, I want to put on the record

12 SY conversation, what I have learned about the transcripts

13 in the PDR's, and I will give a report the first instance

14 after lunch, which will be at 1:30.

15 (Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the hearina was

16 recessed, to reconvene at 1:30 p.m. the same day.)

17

18

19

20
.

21

22.

23

24-

25
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1.32 p.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN SMITHS I would like to report on what I

4 Fave learned about the public document rooms. Based on Ms.

5 Eradford's request and dr. Sho11y's report that transcripts

6 were not in the Harrisburg PDR, I called Mrs. Sodder, who is
,

7 the staff member responsible for maintaining and designating
.

8 public document rooms.
4

9 First she told me with respect to the York room

10 that the only reason that had been discontinued is that

11 appa ren tly a log or something over there indicated that

12 there had only been one request for information during the

13 period of time it was maintained. But she stated tha t now

14 that she has an indication that there is an interest in the

15 public document rooms, she will assure that the transcripts

16 are there and whatever else -- I did not go into that -- but

17 the transcripts, at least. gg

18 Mr. Sholly pointed' out to me that that was

19 inaccurate, that he knows of more than one inquiry. What I

| 20 recommend is that people using that document room, to assure.
!

21 that its use is being recognired, if there is a log there,

| 22 that you be sure to use it. I think that problem could have'

I
'

been avoided in the first instance, perhaps. But based upon23

| 24 her, perception that there had been just one inquiry into it,

it did not seem to be cost effective.25
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/ 1 She also stated that she checked her records, and

2 Mrs. Sodder is the person who actually mails the transcripts

3 to the public document room. It is not the processing

4 people or the secretary. She checked her records and she

5 stated that her records indicated tha t the Ha rrisburg public

8 document room had been mailed the public documents quite
-

7 recently, through the first week of January, as a matter of

8 fact.
A

g I told her that our experience with Mr. Sholly is

10 that he is very accurate in the statements that he makes and

11 there is probably a probles there at the library. She

12 indicated she would contact the custodian of those documents
13 and clear it up. I cannot explain the coincidence that the

14 last document you saw was December 25 -- November 26, which

15 was simultaneous with the stopping of the intervenors'

16 copies, but she stated that no, they did not stop mailing

17 transcripts to the PDRs when t.'e intervenor transcripts were

18 stopped.

19 She also stated that the transcripts have been

20 continuously mailed in physical form, not microfiche but
.

21 physical form, to the public document room in State College,

22 Pennsylvania, and they are up to date, the same as they are*

23 supposed to have been at the Harrisburg room. She is going

24 to write a letter to this effect which we will serve in the
25 case.
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1 Now, we have concluded all cross examination I

2 except yours, Mr. Baxter.

3 'dh e reu po n ,

4 RAYYOND G. RAMIREZ and HAROLD E. PRICE,

5 the witnesses being examined at the time of recess, were

8 examined further and testified as follovsa
.

7 CROSS EXAMINATION

8 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, we did not file a cross
g

g examination plan and we hava no cross examination on the

10 direct testimony that has been filed, but I do.have

11 questions on the rebuttal testimony that we heard earlier

12 today.

13 BY MR. BAXTERs

14 0 Mr. Price, you commented on Licensee's written
J

15 testimony on page 9 concerned about a possible misleading

18 nature to our witnesses' statement that it was their opinion

17 that TMI-1 can be safely operated with a control room as it'

18 presently exists while they are proceeding to make

19 improvements nevertheless. And if my notes are accurate,

20 you were concerned that we might have been implying that the
,.
1

21 control room as it is now is 100 percent safe, forever safe

22 or saf e as can be.*

23 I am not sure how you reach that construction and

24 I will not ask you that, but I would like to confirm that it

25 is not your testimony that after the modifications
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s recommended in 0752 are implemented, will the plant reach

a that standacd you articulated either. Is that true?

;.
a A (WIThESS-FRICE) les, that is quite true.

c CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would you restate the last phrase

g: of your question? Just the last phrase is what I need.

g That after the --
.

7 HR. BAXTER: After the modifications recommended

8 in NUREG-0752 are implemented, the plant will not then
,

g either meet the standards you articulated of 100 percent

10 saf e, forever safe or safe as can be.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: All right.

12 BY MR. BAXTER: (Resuming)

13 C Now, turning to the three areas of disagreement

34 between the staff and the Licensee as you understand them to

15 be about your control room review in NUREG-0752, the first

16 is at page 7 of that document, item 2.B on the process

17 computer.

18 Earlier in another contention we had on the

gg :omputer system, Mr. Keaten, GPU's manager of systems

20 engineering , and Mr. Hamilton , GPU 's manager of the process.

21 computer section, testified in written testimony that

22 follows transcript page 7397 that the availability of the=

IMI-1 computer has been very high, averaging nearly 10023

24 parcent during the startup and operation of the unit, and

25 that it perfor=s satisfactorily all of those functions for

|
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1 which it was designed.

2 Now, I understood your testimony this mornina, Mr.

3 Ramirez, that T5I-1 operators, in conversations eith the

4 staff review team, reported instances of computer

5 unavailability.

8 Did you or Mr. Price personally participate in any
,

7 or those conversations?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I might have been involved in
,

9 one of them, with not only an operator but one of the people

10 who worked with the process computer, and the comment was

11 that the -- I am trying to remember exactly that the--

12 process computer was not available all the time, and I would

13 assume that would be less than 100 percent of the time.

14 I think you have to look at it frem the

15 perspective that there are other pieces of equipment that

18 are used with that process computer, and the way !

17 understood the comment to mean was that, number one,

18 information that was provided was difficult to read out, and

19 that was true on the CRT. I saw that.

| 20 0 The CRT is being replaced also.*

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Okay. The other statement tha t

22 was made was regarding the printer. The printer improves*

23 the operation of the system, and that was one of the items
| |

th a t was criticized in the TMI-2 situation. Furthe.| 24 ,

i |
| |

! 25 questioning pointed out that the process computer was auite )
;

1
1
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1 slow and could not put out information as f ast as an'

2 operator would use it if you were usina that information at

3 any time.

4 And then as a general statement the particular

5 person said that there were times when the information that

6 was being provided -- the computer was working but the
.

7 information was wrong, something was wrong either in the

, 8 interf ace or in the process computer.

9 0 Okay.

10 Mr. Price, before we go to you, I have to follow

11 up.

12 When the operators said that information was slow,

13 were they talking about th e .prin te r, the line printer's

14 capabilities?

15 A (WITNESS EAMIREZ) I want to make sure you are

16 finished with the question.

17 0 I am.

18 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Okay. We were talking about

19 both the printer capability and also the capability of the

20 processor to output information.*

21 (Pause.)

"

22 0 How can the operators assess the speed with which

23 the computer is actually doing its computation?

A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I said we were talking to both24

25 an operator and one of the individuals who was involved with
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/ 1 the process computer.

2 0 Is it your understanding that the line printer is

3 being replaced and upgraded?

4 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I think one of them had been

5 upgraded when we were there. I think your plant has the

8 same arrangement that most plants have, where they have
.

7 three printer outputs. As I recall, one of the printer

8 outputs had been upgraded already when we were there.
,

9 Q But to some extent --
'

to A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) The alarm printer, I might say.

11 0 To some extent, and perhaps even to a great

12 extent, when you report that the operator said the computer

13 was unavailable some of the time, they may well have been

14 talking only about the CRT or the printer and not the

15 computer's functions. Is that true?

16 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) It could be, yes.

17 0 And both of those items are being upgraded prior

18 to restart.

19 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes.

. 20 0 Do you have any different understanding of what

21 the operators were reporting, Mr. Frica?

A (WITNESS FRICE) The only comment I add is that I*
22

23 was called over by Joe Joyce when he was doing the computer j

review and when those issues came up, and I do not recall24

25 anything about the operator saying anything about the
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1 computer hardware or software. It was more or less about

2 the information output, and whether they meant the computer

3 or just the speed of the printer, I do not know.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Mr. Baxter, I do not understand

5 the thrust of this testimony. If the CRT and the printer

6 and the computer are all being replaced, what is the issue
.

7 that we are concerned about now? Is that the ability of the

8 old computer to bridge the gap?
,

g MR. BAXTER: Mr. Smith, that is exactly what I am

10 trying to get at. I am not sure I understand. The SER

11 statement is that the process computer capability is limited

12 and its vintage raises the question about reliability of

13 information presented to operators. Mr. Ramire testified

14 in cesponsa to Mr. Adlar this morning tha t by reliability of

15 information they meant availability as reported to them by

16 the operators, and perhaps accuracy of data as well.

17 I think it is my impression that the operators may

18 well have been saying when they were talking about

gg availability, the availability of the CRT and the line

20 prin ter, which does not go to actually whether the computer.

|
21 was available to perform its f unction. It can be read out,

22 I am told, in other ways.*

CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 My question is even more now, if23

24 all three, the CRT, the printer and the process computer are

25 to be replaced, it seems to me the only concern there could
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1 possibly be is the ability of the old process computer to

2 carry the load until all f unctions of the new process

3 computer are in place.

4 Is that the issue?

5 MP. BAXTER: That is essentially right. It is a

6 phased implementation program for the computer functions
,

7 themselves. The CRT and the line printer will be in there,

8 and we are adding sof tware programs as we go along and
,

9 phasing out the old computer. But I do not think we intend

10 or f eel we should be required to do 111 of that prior to

11 restart.

12 WITNESS RAMIREZs I might qualify my earlier

13 statement about availability. After giving it some thought,

14 what I really meant was the accuracy and reliability of

15 information that was presented rather than availability,

16 becaure we do not require a computer in that system. But if

17 you do provide operational aids f or operators, we are

18 concerned wi th the accuracy and reliability of the

19 information presentad.

* 20 BY 3R. BAXTER: (Resuming)

21 Q So that if the Licensee decided to just dismantle

* 22 the computer, we vould have no issue here; it that right? If

23 the Licensee decided to dismantle the computer, we would

24 have no question about any NRC staff requirements to be

25 imposed prior to restart with respect to it.
|

|

|
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1 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) At this point that is correct.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Would your point be the same with

3 respect to the speed, the speed by which the informatica is

4 produced as being a subset of availability consideration?

5 WITNESS RAMIREZ To the extent that the

6 information provided should be accurate and reliable, and if
.

7 the operator -- and most operators at most places have a

8 tendency to use the process computer information because it
,

9 is easy to get to. In some cases they might have to walk to

10 some other place in the control room or some back panels to

11 get information that is readily available, maybe, on a

12 printout.

13 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: Well, my question was if you are

14 satisfied with no computer, therefore availability is not a

15 consideration . Would it not then follow that the speed with

16 which the information is produced accurately would not be a

17 consideration?

18 WITNESS RAMIREZ Actually that is a true

19 statement , yes.

. 20 WITNESS PRICE: I do not think I agree with that,

21 Sif*
* CHnIRMAN SMITH: Okay.22

23 WITNESS PRICE: In the sence that if you are going

24 to provide the computer for the operators to use, I think it

25 should be -- I think first of all they are going to use it.

'

|
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1 It is a' convenient, easy way to ask questions, so to speak,

2 of the system, and I would think the speed factor -- it

3 should be fast enough to meet operator expectations, and

4 there have been some studies on what they expect the rate of

5 in fo rm ation , the feedback from the computers to be. - of
'

6 course it should be fast enough to reflect whatever st _e of
.

7 operations the system is in at the time.

8 In general I understand fully it is the NRC's
,

~

9 position tha t it is not required, but I think if it is there

10 it should be adequate from both an engineering and a human

11 factors point of view. And it was a specific comment of the

~

12 operators that it was slow, but I assumed that must be the

13 printer, and as I understand, the one that is being -- that

14 is being replaced. Maybe that problem will go away.

15 CHAIRMAN SEITU: Would it be your view, then, it

16 would be better to have none rather than one that is too

17 slow?

18 WITNESS PEICE. I think so.

ig DR. LITTLE: It is a question of preference, isn't

20 it? If the computer printout is available, then that would,-,

21 be used in preference to other indications. So it is

| 22 essential t?.at that be at least as accurate as the other*

indications would be.23

24 WITNESS PRICE: I believe so, yes.

25
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1 (Pauce.)

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have been talking about the

3 speed of the system as being a part of availability. Put is

4 the speed of the system also a part of the reliability? I

5 mean, that is, can a slow system give you incorrect

6 information because of its slowness?.

7 WITNESS RAMIBEZ What happens with a slow system

, 8 is I think from our discussions the process computer output
,

9 device has storage capacility for storing so much

10 information, but it can only output it at a certain rate.

11 And what happens is, if the printout falls behind what the

12 operator 's e xpectations are -- I think tha t the system on

13 TEI has the capability of dumping informstion and bringing

14 more current information up, but you lose a certain amount

15 of information when you do that. .

16 BY MR. BAXTER: (Resuming)

17 C Mr. Ramirez, have you done an evaluation of the

18 f ailure modes that have beer. reported to you by operators

19 that called up or caused the computer to present inaccurate

* 20 information and determined that the newer computer would not

t
21 present those same possible failure modes?

|
' *

22 A (WITNESS RAEIREZ) No, we have not.

23 (Pause.)

24 MR. BAXTER: Mr. Chairman, I am ready to move to

25 another subject. I do not have a clear understanding of

i

I -
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1 what it is exactly the staff thinks we are supposed to do

2 prior to restart. But I can tell you that our letter which

3 eventually will be served on you will not address this as an

4 item of conflict. So, with that comment I will move on,

5 unless the Board has some inquiry to make of Licensee to

6 -idress later.
.

7 (Board conferring.)

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What type of finding do you
a

g believe that the Board will be able to make on the

10 evidentiary record so far, Mr. Cutchin?

11 MR. CUTCHIN: Pardon me, sir?

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH: What type of evidentiary finding

13 do you believe that the Board will be able to make on the

14 evidentiary record so far? It seems that we are -- unless

15 the Board takes some initiative, it seems like we are going

16 to be leaving the subject -- I see Mr. Sholly says not so.

17 All righ t . Then I will defer the question, unless you want

18 an answer, Mr. Sholly.

19 ER. SHOLLY I have a few questions. But in

20 answer to what finding could be made right now, it seems
.

t
21 like we are leaning toward the best thing to do would be to

i
22 unplug the romputer and f orce t about it, which I do not see.

23 as being very desirable. And I am rather certain that the
|

24 operators would not see it that way, either. |

CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, after you complete your25
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1 cross-examination we will complete the question to the staf f

2 and see what your position is.

3 MR. BAXTER: The next item of potential

4 disagreement noted in your rebuttal testimony was noted on

5 -- noted on pace 18 of NUREG-0752, item 9(a).

6 BY MR. BAXTEB (Resuming)
.

7 0 How does the remote shutdown panel enter into a

8 human factors review of the control room design?
,

9 A ('JITNESS PRICE) I do not.know that it does per

to se. I did not personally examine the remote shutdown

11 capability. It was done by other members of the team. I

12 would presume that it is related to the ability to have a

is hot shutdown without being in the control room. From that

14 point of vie w , the only human factors issue that I could

15 think of is the location of the operational personnel.

16 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I might be able to add

17 something to that. I did not personally review the shutdown

18 panel at this installation, although I have looked at some.

gg I think the concern was that there are certain requirements

20 in the design, general design criteria, for remote shutdown
.

21 panel, and uses some wording such as, there shall be the

22 capability for shutting down -- going to hot shutdown at*

!

23 loc 3tions outside the control room. I

24 And it is our understanding that an opera tor would

25 have to go to more than 15, or maybe more than 20 locations
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1 to do this at TMI-1. In other plants we have looked at, it

2 is considerably less.

3 0 Mr. Ramirez, ao you aware of or familinr with the

4 new Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 5 0', which is entitled " Fire

5 Protection Program for Nuclear Power Facilities Operatina
.

6 Prior to January 1, 1979," a new appendix which was
.

7 published in the Federal Register of November 19, 1980?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I have not read it, but I am
e

g f amiliar that- there is a requirement for fire protection.

10 0 And do those requirements include those for remote

11 shutdown outside of the control room?

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I have talked to a person that

13 works in the fire protection area, and it did not appear to

14 me that there were specific requirements for remote shutdown

15 panel other than separation or fire protection

16 requirements.

17 (Pause.)

18 0 Mr. Hamires, do you know whether there was a test

19 conducted at the operating license stage for TMI-1 to

20 demonstrate compliance with GDC-19?
.

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Would you mind repeating that

22 again, please?e

23 0 Do you know whether there was a test conducted

24 during the operating licensing, the initial licensing of

25 TMI-1, to demonstrate compliance with general desi;n

|
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1 criteria 19 and what the staff's conclusions were based on .

1
|

2 that test?
i

3 A (WITJESS RAMIREZ) No, I d a not.'

|

4 (Pause.)
!*

5 DR. JORDAN: Are you about to leave that topic?
l

6 MR. SAXTERa I think so..

7 DR. JORDAN Well, I am a little ronfused. You

8 are not saying that TMI-1 does not meet the regulations for.

9 a remote shutdown panel, are you? Or are you saying that,

10 in view of the fact that some of the operation has to be

11 performed in the control room, they do not meet the

12 requirements? It sounds like you are saying that in the

13 testimony.

WITNESS RAMIREZ What I am saying, in comparison14 .

15 to the plants that we have been visi ting currently, that the

16 TMI remote shutdown panel or procedure is more difficult and

17 has less capability at a particular panel than other

1,8 pl a n ts .

gg DR. JORDANS Well, from a human factors standpoint

20 you find deficiencies. But do they meet the requirements of*

21 a remote shutdown panel, which the plant can be shut down if

22 a control room evacuation is required, do you know?

WITNESS RAMIREZ's I have not conducted any tests23
,

24 to prove that. I understand from the Licensee that they had

25 to demonstrate this capability at some point in time, I
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1 quess prior to their getting a license. But I am talking

2 sboat from the human factors standpoint.

3 DR. JORD A;i s It is not as convenient as it ought

4 to be.

5 WITNESS RAMIREZ: That is correct.

6 WITNESS PRICES I believe, as I read GDC-19, it
.

7 says equipment at appropriate locations outside the control

8 room shall be provided: one, with a design capability for
a

9 prompt hot shutdown of the reactor, and so on. If in fact

10 it is necessary to go to multiple locations, 15 or nore, the

11 word " prompt" I would think from a human factors point of

12 view would be at issue.

13 DR. JORDAN: Very well.

14 BY MR. 3AXTER: (Resuming)

15 0 Mr. Price, do you have any firsthand basis for

16 testifying that it is not prompt, that is, it is not a

17 prompt operation f or the operators to perform that action?

18 A (WITNESS PRICE) No, I said I did not observe it.

19 The team sisply reported tha t they believe it takes, as Ray

20 said , 15 or more operations at different locations. If that
.

21 is the case, then I think it is a problem. If that is not

. 22 the case, then I do not know about it.

23 (Pause.)

24 0 If I understand, then, Mr. Ramirer, the basis for

25 your conclusions on this issue is that there are 15 stations
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1 involved and that that is more than you are aware of at

2 other operating plants?

3 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) It seemed to me like it might

4 have been a few more than 15. I do not remember the exact

5 number, but,it seemed like it was more than 15.

6 0 The third item of disagreement you noted is on
.

7 page 22, item 14(c), on the backup display of in-core

8 thermocouples independent of the process computer. Do you*

9 have a copy of NUREG-0737 with you?

10 A (WI'liiESS E AMIREZ) I certainly do.

11 0 Would you turn to page III-1157

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) III-115?

13 0 Yes.
.

14 (Pause.)

15 CHAIRMAN SMITHS Did you say III.117?

16 MR. BAXTER: No, it is actually -- it is -- th e

17 pagina tion is III-115. It is Roman II.F.2-3.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay,

gg BT MR. BAXTER: (Resuming)

20 Q Does this task action item require that-

21 instrumentation , additional instrumer.tation f or the

#

22 detection of inadequate core cooling for all operating

23 reactors ani applirants for operating licenses, including

24 the displays for in-core thermocouples, be implemented by

25 January 1, 1982?

.
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1

1

1 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Is that a question. j
|

2 0 Yes, is that what this requires?
|

3 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) II.F.2 is a requirement that
.

4 has to be met by everybody, as you stated.

5 0 But do I understand the staff's position in

6 NUREG-0752 to be that this ought to.be complied 41th at
.

7 THI-1 prior to the restart of the unit?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Not quite. The staff is saying
a

g that there ought to be some sort of backup system provided

10 in the event that startup occurs before January 1, 1982. We

11 are not requiring the system that is required in 0737. If

12 you look at 0737 and you look at page III -- III-118, under

13 item -- item 6, 'the last sentence says: "The backup display

14 and associated hardware should be Class 1-E."

15 We are not requiring that in our -- you know,'

18 under item 14(c) in 0752.

17 C With that exception, are you asking for a display

18 capability that is stated in 0737 at T5!-17

19 A (3ITNESS RAMIREZ) Similar. I know we use some of

20 the words tha t a re in there, but this can be achieved by a
,

|
21 method other than handing somebody a voltmeter and a pair of

|
' * 22 test leads and say, go on and make these measurements. I

| 23 think we are trying to avoid th a t .

24 0 Are requirements, such as you are recommending for

25 TMI-1 in 0752 for the display of these thermocouples being
|
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1 required in sny other operatin7 rer.ctors prior to January 1,

2 1982??

3 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) To my knowledge, they are not

4 being required at any other operating reactors prior to

5 January 1, 1982. But we are looking at those plants that do

6 not have a backup system, such as 3CW, and we will be
-

7 requiring tha t of them before they go above 5 percent

8 power.
,

9 0 Ae you talking about operating BEW reactors? That

10 was what my question went to, operating reactors?
.

11 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) We are looking primarily at

12 NTOL's.

! 13 0 You are. I am not. My question goes to operating

14 reactors.

15 Are you requiring this kind of a display at any

16 other operating reactors prior to January 1, 1982?

17 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) My answer is, no, we are not.

18 0 Why should TMI-1 go through a two-phased

19 compliance with 0737 this year?

| 20 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) My management has directed us
.

21 to review TMI-1 as if it were an NTOL. And this is the

22 reason that we are doing it that way.'

23 0 That is the only explanation you have, is that you

24 have been told?

25 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) We have been directed to review

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 THI-1 as an NTOL, and NTOL's that do not have a backup

2 system, some sort of backup system for reading in-core

3 thermocouples are -- will be required to provide something

4 as a backup system until the 737 requirements are met.

5 0 The very last sentence of your written testimony,

6 pago 7, the answer to question 14 statesa "It is the
.

7 staff's opinion that all modification necessary to bring

8 TMI-1 on a comparable basis with the other operating plants
a

g should be incorporated prior to restart."

10 It is now your testimony that you are requiring or

,

11 recommending more than tha t?
|

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Which page was that on, now?

13 C Page 7 of your direct written testimony.

14 (Witness reviewing document.)

15 A (WITNESS R AMIREZ ) Would you mind repeatino the

16 question, please.

17 0 I read your testimony there as stating that

18 modifications necessary to make THI-1 comparable to other

19 operating reactors ought to be performed prior to restart,

20 and I am attempting to verify that, at least f or the in-core
,

21 thermocouple display, you are now recommending something

22 beyond that?.

A (WITNESS RAMISEZ) Okay. It appears that that is23

24 a true statement. We are not really doing anything with

25 operating react':s at this point, other than to have them
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1 aware that they have to cond uct a one-year review of their

2 own controi rooms. But your statement is correct.

3 0 Do you know what technical basis your management

4 relies upon for the position that you should impose NTOL

5 requirements here?

6 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, I do not.
,

7 MR. BAXTER: I have no other questions.

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Could you explain the.

9 organiration in the Commission that arrived at the decision

10 that the standards of the NTOL should apply in this

11 respect? Who made that decision?
:

12 WITNESS RAMIREZ I was not privy to how the
1

!
- 13 decision was made. That inf ormation was passed down through

14 RY director.

15 CHAIRhAN SMITH: Through your director?

16 WITNESS RAMIREZ: Yes, my division director on

17 down to me.

18 DR. JORDAN: Ihis is, of course, a question that
f

pg we have pending with the staff as to what are the
!

20 requirements. And I believe there is scheduled testimony on-

21 this. And so I -- as far as I am concerned, I would let

* 22 this go until we receive the staff's position on this. Eut

23 this comes as a little surprise to me, too. But we will

24 explore it further.

MR. CUTCHIN: Well', my understanding is that that25
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1 i addressed in the testimony that will be presented by Ross

2 and Capra, and I believe they spell out in one column items,

3 regardless of where they came from, that in the staff's view

4 must be resolved prior to restart.

5 It is also my understanding that some of these

6 items we are discussing now are on that list. But beyond
4

7 that I cannot shed any light. But Mr . Ross and Mr. Capra

8 will certainly be able to address that when we schedule them
.

g to come back. That date is not scheduled at the moment.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: They will defend that judgment in

i
11 their testimony.

12 MR. CUTCHIN: I would say Mr. Ross could address

| 13 the staff 's reasons for requiring certain items to be en
|

14 this list. He is a Ji,Ssion director of system integration

15 -- I would assume, if the directive came down from above,

16 since he is on the same level as Mr. Ramirez, divis1&n

17 director, that he would have gotten the same instructions.

18 DR. LITTLE: Do we interpret this to mean that

19 THI-1 is being judged by the same criteria as NTCL's in this

20 p3rticular instance only or across the Board? How far does
,

21 it go? That is what I an trying to figure out.

, 22 $R. CUTCHIN: I think that question could be more

23 appropria tely addressed to Mr. Ross when he comes, because

24 they will be presenting the complete list that integrates ,

25 hopefully, all of the requiremen ts regardless of the source

:

!
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1 under the NUREG-0660 umbrella and several other documents.

2 And Mr. Capra went to a great deal of effort to identify all

3 of those items and break them out into various categories,

4 and I would think the question could be fielded by them.

5 I doubt seriously these gentlemen are in a

6 position to address that broad question.
4

7 MR. BAXTER: Let me try one more narrow one,

8 though, if I may.
.

9 SY MR. B AXT ER a (Fesuming)

10 C Do you know, Mr. Ramirez, whether this requirement

11 for a backup display system somewhat short of the 0737

12 recommended system is listed as a near-term operating

13 license requirement in NUREG-0694?

14 A (2IINESS RAMIREZ) I am not svare of it.

15 Q So it may not be covered in Mr. Capra and Mr.

16 Ross' testimony?

17 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I could not answer that.

MR. CUTCHINa Mr. Chairman, I have just had called
18

19 to my attention a letter which was served on the Board and

20 the parties in the proceeding. It was sent over the
.

21 signature of Darryl G. Eisenhut, Director, Division of

Licensing of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, to* 22

Mr. R.C. Arnold and was dated November 25. An attachment to23

that letter sets forth a number of items which the staff24

identifies as being necessary prerequisities to resta rt.25
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1 Now, I as thumbing through it quickly. The source

2 of those requirements, the sources of those requirements

3 appear to be items listed in NUREG-0694 and certain items
4

4 that are dated requirements from NUEEG-0737, and they are ;

5 set forth in the enclosure to that letter, which, as I say,

6 was served on the Board and the parties on November 25.
,

7 (Boa'rd conferring.)

4 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I do not understand how that
,

9 helps. The one subject matter rela tes to emergency

10 planning, which is 0694 --

11 MR. CUTCHINs I believe we have the same

12 conf usion. I think the same document to which you are

13 referring may be 0694.

14 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are right. What is 06947

15 32. CUTCHIN4 I believe it was entitled "3TOL" --

16 or Near-Term Operating License -- " Requirements." That may

17 not be the full. title, but I believe that was a general

18 title.

39 3R. SHOLLYa Mr. Chairman, I think I have a copy

| 20 of that over in the file, if that will help.*

|

21 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Well, we have it too. Yes,

22 having made this mistake in those two NUREG's, I am sure I

23 will continae to make it. It is ingrained now.

dR. CUTCHIN: I have a similar problem, if you24
1

25 remember.
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1 (Laughter.) -

2 DR. JORDAN: I have one or two questions I would

3 like to explore with respect to the computer.

4 BOARD EXAMINATION

5 B1 DR. JORDANS
.

e 0 I believe you stated that a p;ocess computer is
*

7 not a requirement. However -- therefore, in your mind why

8 is there a process computer? Is it an aid to operating the
.

g plant?

10 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes. I think initially

11 licensees put them in at their own discretion as an

12 operational sid.

13 0 Now, do you look only at requirements -- namely,

14 the engineered saf ety features -- or do you look a t the

15 entire rontrol room , all operating sids, as part of your

16 review?

17 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) We look at the entire control
t

18 room as much as we can in five days.

19 0 And therefore the computer comes in as an

20 operating aid?*

21 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, sir.

. ow , can you tell me, is the use of the computer,22 0 ''

23 a process computer, in say plants now coLing on line, would

24 you expect to find it invariably on new operating plants?

25 Are you familiar with the new plants ccming on line? Do

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 they invariably have process computers?

2 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, sir, every one that I am

3 aware of.

4 0 Are you aware of any plants at the moment that are

5 operating without computers?

8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, sir, I am not. But I am,

7 not that familiar with all pisnts.

a 8 (Pause.)?

g A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I might add that I have been to

10 15 plants since last February and they all have them.

11 0 All righ t. Now then, the computer that is being

12 projected for TMI-1, are you familiar with what is beinc

13 planned and can you tell me something about how it compares

14 in Speed, memory, versatility, with other plants that you

15 are familiar with?

18 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, sir, I cannot. I am

17 vaguely familiar with it. It is a "odCom, but I am vaguely.

18 familiar with the printer associated with it, the fact that

it is state of the art, practically sta te of the art in19

20 computers..

21 0 You say the printer is state of the art?

22 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I think the computer is. The
i

| 23 prin ter may be. I did not pay that much a tten tion to th e

!. 24 printer.

25 0 I do not quite understand w ha t you mean. Are you

,
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1 saying that the printer, for example, or the computer, it

2 represents model state of the art practices, about the best

3 you can get? Is that what you are saying?

4 A (WITNESS R AMIREZ ) Let me qualify my statement.

5 There is a new printer in the control room. I think the

6 speed is twice that of the old IBM Selectric that had been
,

7 there formerly.

8 0 Yes..

9 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) The new printer that I am

10 thinking or talking about is in another room with the ModCom

11 computer, which is a much faster printer than the one that

12 is in the control room. I am saying that combination -- I

13 s ould say that is close to state of the art. So I would say

14 it is new within the past few years.

15 0 BY state of the art, how many lines a minute or

16 characters per minute are you talking about?

17 A (WITNESS RA IREZ) I cannot remember exactly, but

18 I think it was in the hundreds of lines per minute on the

19 pr in to u t.

* 20 0 Hundreds of lines per minute, all right. Now,
,

i

21 where did you say that is located?

*

22 A (WIT.YESS RAMIREZ) It is in a room near the

23 control room. It is a different room.

; 24 0 Then it would not be for the operator's use? The

25 operator surely does not have to go to another room to find
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1 out what is going oni

2 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) My understanding cf this is

3 that eventually will be put in the control room.

4 C That is the one that is coming to the control

3 room?

6 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ)- I think that is the,

7 understanding I had.

. 8 Q I see, I see. So far as you know, then, the

9 computer that is planned and the ,associa ted auxiliary
'

10 equipmen t, printers, memory and so on are comparable with

11 what you would expect to find now in new plants coming on

12 line?

13 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes, my opinion would be res.

14 C Fine.

15 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) In fact, I would probably have

16 to say it is better that most coming on line at this point.

17 0 I see. Very well.

18 M3. BAXTER: Excuse me, Dr. Jordan.

19 Mr. Chairman, I was going to offer at the

20 conclusion of this panel's testimony to recall Yr. Keaten,*

who is one of our two witnesses on the computer contention.21

* He is in the room for another purpose. If it would be22

23 convenient for the record, though, to have all the computer

24 questioning dos.e it one time, I would be happy to make him

25 available for the Boa rd 's examination now if there are
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1 questions.

2 DR. JORDAN: Does Mr. Keaten have a microphone ?

3 MR. KEATON: Yes, sir.

4 DH..JGRDANs Mr. Keaten, I am sure that some of

5 these questions that I have asked have been questions that
.

8 have been directed at you before. And partly the reason I
,

7 as doing this is not only to see what the staff knows about,

8 but also, however, to refresh r.y memory, because let's facc,

9 it, I have forgotten some of these things.

10 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, I might interject at

11 this point. We had testimony, if the Eoard will remember,

12 on the issue of computers. Our witness is not here. I a-

13 going to have to say, if anything comes out here, I migh t

14 have to have his look at this record and see if the staff is

15 going to have to exercise a similar request.

16 DR. JORDAN: I doubt if we are going to have any

17 great problem, because ny questions for Mr. Keaten are --

18 8.3oard conferring.)

19 Whereupon,

ROBERT W. KEATEN,* 20

' 21 recalled as a witness by counsel for the Licensee, having

*
22 been previously duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and

testified further as follows:23

BOARD EXAMINATION24

BY DR. JORDAN:25,

i

!
|
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1 0 Mr. Keaten, Dr. Li ttle suggests -- I think it is a

2 good one -- that you look at page 7 of the NUREG-0752

3 document. Do you have a copy? Flease get one. Take one

4 minute and read sections A and B of the process computer

5 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes, sir, I am familiar with

6 it..

7 0 You are familiar with it, I daresay. All ri;ht.

o 8 All we would like now is to have you respond to that

9 complaint.

10 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes, sir. As the Board pointed

11 out earlier, there are really th ree types of equipment that

12 come into consideration here s the CRT display units, there

13 are the prin ters, and then there is the basic computer

14 itself. First let me say that I believe that, in line with

15 the questions that Mr. Baxter was asking earlier, that the

16 experience of the operators dith the existing Bailey 855

17 computer at TMI-1 has been that the enmputer system as a

18 total computer system has a very h;.gh availability. And

19 having heard some of the questions indirectly that were

20 asmad this morning, I took the opportunity o.ver lunch to*

21 discuss this with the supervisor of operations at TL.-1.
*

22 And he confi:med that in his memory there have been few if

23 any instances where the computer system as a whole had been

unavailable to the operators when they had wanted it.24

25 Now, as Mr. Eamirez pointed out, there have been
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1 instances where particular items of equipment were out of

2 service, such as the printer, tha t they might want to use.

3 And certainly it is true that we would completely concur

4 with the finding that the CRT display unit that was being

5 driven by the Sailey 855 is totally unsatisfactory from a

6 human engineering standpoint.
,

7 Cur approach at TMI -- and this predates the Unit

+ 8 2 accident -- was rather than trying to piecemeal improve

9 the existing computer system, was to go to a total new

10 computer system .

11 As a result of the findings of some of the

12 investigative bodies associated with the TMI accident, we

13 nevertheless acted to replace the existing printers for the

14 present computer system with faster printers as an interin

15 measure until the total new computer system was in

16 operation. Our plans f or the new computer system had been

17 and still are a phased implementation, in which we bring

18 certain portions of the system and certain functions into

19 operation and over a period of time which I expect will span

20 several years, gradually go to the full system, which I*

21 believe is correctly represented as a modern state of the

( 22 art system.

23 And in fact, it is my opinion that some of the

24 things we are attempting to do with respect to soft *.are
|

I 25 programs, we may in fact te the first nuclear plant that has
I
l
l
t

|

.
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1 tried to do these.

2 0 I was going to ask, by " phased" did you mean both

3 from the standpoint of hardeare and software

4 A (WITNESS KEATEN) I meant primarily from the

5 standpoint of coftware, although there will be some aspects

6 of the hardware that will be phased.
.

7 Our discussions with the staff on the particular

8 items that are shown here on page 7 of NUEEG-0752 have
,

9 concerned the commitment, which we have not made, to have

10 the new computer system f ully operational a t the time of

11 restart. We were attempting to address the human

*

12 engineering findings in a fashion that we could, if

13 possibla , meet with the existing Bailey 855 computer

14 system. And we have not found it particularly convenient to

15 do that in toto.

16 It turns out that replacina the existing CRT,

17 which is driven by the Sailey 855, is a very difficult job,

18 because the CET is so old that we cannot buy a replacement

39 for it, and therefore we would have to make other hardware

20 changes to the 855 system in order to get a new CPT. And so.

21 ve have elected at least at th? present time to take the

.* 22 present approach of seeing that we will have at least some

23 functions operational on the new ModCom computer system, and

24 we will install in the control room one or more CFT's driven
25 by that ModCom computer system in lieu of the Bailey 855.
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1

1 We have, however, in our written responses t.o the

2 NBC left ourselves the cption of going back and fixing the

3 Bailey 855 system if we run into problems with the ModCom

4 system.

5 '4 e are all too aware of the sudden problems that

6 can arise that make our best plans slip in schedule. So our
i

7 present plans are to implement to some degree the ModCom

8 computer system, we hope in fact later this spring. We

9 intend to install some of the display hardware fron that
i

10 computer in the control room. And as a matter of fact. we

11 are right now engaged in discussions among ourselves on the

12 operating staff of what hardwara we should put in the

13 control room and where it should go.

14 It is my personal opinion that one of the things

15 we will do is to move one of the new high-rpeed printers

16 th a t you were referring to into the control room, and in

37 fact we will probably purchase a new one rsther than using

18 the one that is presently in the computer room, because we

19 need to keep one in the computer room. And this would be a

20 prin ter that would be either, I think 300 or 600 lines per.

21 minutu.

22 0 How much?a

23 A (7ITNrSS KEATEN) 300 or 600, depending on which

24 additional unit we purchase. But I have to be very explicit

25 with the Board that those are plans that are currently being
.
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1 developed, and I cannot sit here and tell you exactly what

! 2 the configuration will be prior to restart because we just
|

! 3 have not defined it yet.

| 4 For our own purposes, we are trying to move along

5 with the new computer system as rapidly as we can, and our

i 6 discussions with the NRC staff on these items on page 7 were

7 simply that we were very anxious to not overcommit what we

g 8 would really be able to accomplish with a new system prior

9 to restart.

10 DR. JORDANS Well, I think tha t takes care of my

11 concerns very well. I guess I want to say that I am most

12 anxious to see the TFI-1 -- and I believe that all plants

13 should nave good computers, modern computers, that the state

14 of the art is changing and that there is much to be gained

15 in having such a computer.

16 So I urge you to get it inctalled as fast as

17 p ssible. But that does -- thank you very much, Mr.

18 Baxter. That was a good suggestion.

19 BY CHAIRF.AN SMITHS

. 20 0 Mr. Keaten, could you state again, what is your

21 reaction to the suggestion by Mr. Sholly and the inf erence

*
22 fron this panel that it would be just better to unplug the

23 present computer until you get your new printer, CRT and

24 computer going ?

25 A (7ITNESS KEATEN) I pers,onally agree very much
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1
1 with what Mr. Sholly said, which was that he did not think j

2 that the reactor operators would like that ides very well.

3 And I think he is exactly correct. I think they would not

4 like it very well. In fact, in my discussions with the

5 oper'ators they have f ound the existing 855 computer to be

i 6 very useful to them under most circumstances, although

7 admittedly it does have certain deficiencies.

A, 8 And I think that, were the engineering section to

g propose taking out the computer and replacin' it, that our

10 operators would have a great objection to that.

11 I would also like to take the opportunity to

12 mention one other item I intended to earlier, and that is I

13 was surprised to hear the tastimony of the NRC staff that

14 the operators had told them that there were cases where the

15 information that they received from the 855 was incorrect.

16 A:,d I personally am going to check into that a little bit.

17 But I have not received such information. There

18 certainly have been times when printers and CRT's were not

19 there. There were certainly times during upsets where the

20 information ran late and I have no disagreement at all with*

| 21 those findings.
,

*
22 But I am not aware of any significant times when

23 the computer actually gave wrong information.

24 0 Assuming, then, that that was ' tot well based

25 information, would you address the thought that a computer
.
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1 that runs late is worse than none at all? Does that suggest |
!

2 reliance upon obsolete, therefore inaccurate, information? |

3 Is that what is involved in this consideration?

4 A (WITNESS KEATEN) That is not the way that I would

5 interpret it, Mr. Smith. And I do not want to put words

1 6 into the mouths of the witnesses.

7 0 We will ask him, too, to comment.

8 A (2ITNESS KEATEN) ?- recently as last nich t , I wasg
9 on the TMI-1 control room talking to the operators about how

10 they were using the computer, and it was not for the purpose

11 of the hearings today, but for the purpose of our engoing

12 work with the new computer system. And based upon the

13 discussions that I had then, my understanding is that the

14 types of things that the operators are using the computer

15 for presently are things where the speed of the existing

16 computer is perf ectly adequa te. And by the speed of the

17 computer, I mean the output devices as well as the computer

18 itself, because they are using it basically under normal

3g steady state plant conditions, where if they call for some

20 output information f rom the computer and it may, with the*

21 present computer system, take 1 couple of minutes fo r t...
|

|

| 22 computer to print out the data that they are asking for,'

|

that nevertheless is completely adequate, because they ar'23
i
1 in basically a steady state situation and they do not mind24

if it takes two minutes or five minutes.25

1

.
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1 The computer was not df_ signed to Le used under

2 plant upset conditions where things are very rapidly

j3 changing. And in fact, the opera tors do not attempt to use

4 it for that purpose, except for very specialired types of

5 inputs where they will go over and call for a single input

6 from the computer.
.

.

7 Basically, under the plant upset conditions they

8 rely on the standard control instrumentation, including theq
9 main annunciator panels, rather than relying on the

10 computer. So my personal interpretation is that I would

11 like to see a faster computer. There are advantages to

12 having a modern computer system.

13 N3vertheless, I have not seen in my own

14 evaluations of the plant computer , including the way it

15 worked d uring the TMI-2 accident, any place where the

16 existing computer system really hampered the operation of

17 th e plant.

18 (Board conferring.)

CHAIR:iAK SMITH: dr. Price, did I misstate your19

20 position on my question to Mr. Keaten?*

21 WITNESS FRICE: About having no computer?

'

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am trying to divide these two

| 23 issues, the issue between a slow computer and no computer,
|

! 24 and an inaccurate computer and no computer.
|

(2TNYSS PRICE: let me address those in reverse to25
!
|

I

|
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1 try to get it straight. I personally did not hear anything

2 about the inaccuracy aspects, I think. And I don't believe

3 that I have stated that anywhere, that there were errors.

4 The problems that I heard and saw were

5 readability, response time, and generally, as I say, I think

6 associated with either -- I think nobody was arguing the CRT;

7 was very difficult to read. The response time of the

8 printer or its printing rate was brought up..

9 Now, I folly agree that the operators would
:

10 probably be very unhappy if it were taken out. My concern

11 is, if it is in there -- and it is certainly, hopefully,

12 going to be in there being used mostly for steady state

! 13 operations or non-emergency conditions, nevertheless, it

14 becomes an operational aid which I believe the operators do
|

15 and will / wpend on .'

16 I am not very good with shorthand, but I believe

17 the gentleman just made the statement, opera tors do not

18 attempt to use the computer during an upset. I certainly do

19 not know that th at is true. But from a human factors point

20 of view, I would be concerned that if you told them, don'ti

21 use this during an upset, when you really do want fast

"
22 information, that they would i;nore the thing and they would

23 just say, well, I will not use that.

24 If it is in there and they have been using it

99.999 percent of the time, I would be very surprised if25

.
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1 they did not attempt to use it.

2 My concern about the response, then, is if the

3 system's real status and the computer got out of sync, the

4 printout or the CRT, th e time la g , th en there co u'ld be a

5 problem if you were trying to use computer information,

; 8 which I think they might.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And you are assuming that Mr.

8 Keaten's statement that the operators do not use it for,

9 purposes which require a rapid response time would be

10 disregarded at times when it was desirable to use it, when

11 rapid -- when events are moving fast?

12 WITNESS PRICE I think in human factors we can

13 quote innumerable instances where people have been given

14 orders or procedures not to do something, and in times of

15 stress or emergency, you know, they disregard and return to

16 the things they feel they should be doing.

17 In this case, maybe the time to unplug it is

18 during an emergency and leave it plugged in durinc normal

19 operations. I say that somewhat lightly, but my concern

20 would be if the information did start piling up at a rate*

|
21 which got out of sync with the systems and they were still

'
.

22 attempting to use it, then it would be a problen. I think

23 if it is in there, then they are going to attempt to use it

under all conditions.24

WITNESS PRICE: The emergency procedures we have25
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1 looked at do not in any way refer to the computer. The

2 operator's immediate action responses, some are automatic ,

3 and some are manual, and none of them have ever referred or

4 do refer to use of the computer during that period of time.

5 And those are the only things that we look a t in the

1
6 procedure at that point.

'

7 I would like to respond to Mr. Kesten's concern

8 about my statement that operators have said that they haveg

9 received incorrect information from the computer. I think

10 earlier somebody up here mentioned that the combination of

11 the CRT and the printer associated wi th the process

12 computer, you know, as a complete unit may have presented

13 some had information.

14 And our position was, in the short time that we

15 were there and the allowable time that we have to
16 investigate each item, we try to write a general sta tement

17 and cover a particular problem with a general statement, and
4

18 then we try to work that out with the Licensee.

19 And then as far as the unplugging of the computer,

20 my personal opinion is I beliete in computers and I would*

21 hate to see anything like that happen.

' CHAIR 5AN SMITH For steady state operations, or22

23 did you qualify that?

WITNESS RAMIREZ I think under all conditions I- 24

see -- you know, as a personal opinion, I25 would like to
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! 1 would like to see the process computer available and

,
2 operating.

|

i 3 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The existing one? |
| l

4 WITNESS RAMIREZ: Yes.

5 DR. JORDAN: If there are no further questio*:s on

a
6 the computer -- thete may well be. Back to Mr. Sholly --

7 Mr. Keaten has his hand up, too. I have objections at all

8 to having Mr. Keaten apply.
,

9 WITNESS KEATEN: Thank you , Dr. Jo rdan.

10 I really believe that there may be less of a

11 disagreement here than may be apparent, in that I would

12 agree that f rom a human f actors standpoint an instrument

13 that an operator is used to using during normal operation is

14 also going to be the one tha t he is going to want to turn to

15 under transient conditions. I do not at all disagree with

18 that.

17 The intent of my statement th a t the computer is

18 not normally used under the transient conditions has to do

19 with the type of information which is read out f rom the

20 computer, the kind of things that the operator is used to*

21 using the computer for. And these are the kind of things

'
22 that he -- the kind of information he reqtests when things

23 are not changinc f ast, whereas if he has a reactor trip he

24 is not used to goine to the computer to see what happened.

He is used to going to his normal control board to see what25
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1 happened.

2 And so I think tha t the intent of what we are

3 saying there is the same. If he is used to using the

4 computer to call up a particular nuclear calculation, for !
l

5 example, which is something they use it for, then if, !

4 6 following reactor trip, he wanted that information, he would

7 go ';o the computer f or that.

6 It.is just that that is not the kind of

g information he needs in a very rapidly developing

10 environment.

11 DR. JORDAN Yes, Mr. Sholly, back to you.

12 MR. SHOLLY: Regarding tha t particular iteo, I

13 could go to NUREG-0600 and pull it out, but if my memory

14 serves me correctly one of the first things the operators

15 did -- and I believe this is perhaps within the first 10 to

16 15 minutes of the sequence -- was go to the computer for a

17 sequence of events printout. And they did that nu:< ous

18 times throughout the first day of the accident. I am not

19 su r e --

* 20 MR. CUTCHIN: Mr. Chairman, is Mr. Sholly now

21 testifying under oath or is he getting ready to ask a

' ' 22 question of the witness?

23 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think that if he can point out

| 24 a place in 0600 or any NRC documen t information which is
!

25 inconsistent with the testimony, we are not going to worry
,

'
r
i

l
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1 about whether he is testif ying or whether he is getting

2 raaiy to ask a question.

3 HR. SHOLLY: I could very easily go to the

4 document and point out specific line items, if that will

5 se;ve the Board's purposes.

6 DR. JORDAN: Yes, I agree, Mr. Sholly.

7 3R. CUTCHIN: Unless that leads to a question, Mr.

8 Chairman, this document is not in evidence.q

9 CHAIRMAN SMITP: All right. dr. Cutchin, let me

10 ask you what your position should be. let's assume that he

11 can point out an of ficial SEC document, that there is

12 unreliable testimony. Should we walk away from it? Should

13 ve tell his not to point it out to us? What would be your

14 recommendation?

15 HR. CUTCHIN: I am not saying that, Mr. Chairman.

16 But I think a better way to bring it out is to pose
1

17 questions to the witness on cross-examina .cn rather than

18 3r. Sholly pointing it out in the way of evidence.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Overruled.

* 20 (Pause.)

i 21 CHAIRFAN SMITH: I don ' t disagree that if in fact
I

I

'

22 he does find what he is looking for, if it is to be reduced

23 into evidenre, it will have to be done in a recognized

24 reliable manner. But this is perfectly appropriate, for him

25 to point out that there is an avenue that has to be

|
l
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1 explored.

2 (Pause.)

3 CHAIRMAN S3ITH4 It may be something that will be

4 appropriate for you to look at during the break which we are

5 approaching. I think it in the meantime, let's chcot for a

a 6 3:00 o' clock break and then why don't you ask the questions
i

7 that you had intended to ask.

s 8 FR. SH3LLYs Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

9 DS. JORDAN: Yes, go back to your line of

10 questioning now. I may have a fi7al question or two, but it

11 won't amount to much more.

12 CROSS-EXAMIHATION -- RESUMED

13 BY MR. SHOLLY (Resuming)

14 Q Gentlemen, during the control room design review,

15 you mentioned you vent through some procedural

16 valk-throughs , I think , with emergency proceduras. And you

37 also stated that the procedures you looked at did not

18 reference the use of the computer. Where did you go through

19 these walk-throughs? Did you do this in the control room or

20 the mockup in the turbine building?'

21 A (WITNESS B AMIREZ) In the control room.

| '

22 O In the control room?'

A ('JITSESS RAMIREZ) Yes, sir.
i 23
!

| 24 Q Did you obs'erve any of the operators going to the

25 computer as if they would make use of it during those
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1 procedural walk-throughs?

2 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, I did not.

3 2 You did not. Ycu said you are f amiliar, I think,

4 with 15 plants. Have you reviewed 15 plants from this human

5 factors standpoint? Is that the basis of your familiarity?
'

a 6 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes.

7 0 From your recollection, do you recall any other

8 plant's emergency proced ures ref erencing use of computers?q

9 % (WITNESS I AMIREZ) No. We have done walk-throughs

to in the control rooms and also on simulators where we had

11 one-for-one simulators. And I observed that none of the

12 procedures required the operator to use the process

13 c3mputer, nor did the operator go to observe any of the

14 peripheral devices on the process computer.

15 You have to understand the immediate action is

16 taking place very quickly.

17 0 Mr. Price, from a human factors standpoint in

18 terms of sodeling reality, would you agree that using a

19 valk-through of in emergency procedure is a somewhat
.

20 artificial situation ?*

( 21 A (WITNESS PRICE) Well, yes. I was going to

' 22 comment that in the plant -- in this plant, obviously, it

23 was not a real time thing. We are not concerned with the

24 speed with which the emergencies were followed. We were

25 more concerned with, given a particular action to do, is
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1 there some rontrol or instrument and where is it and is it

2 accessible and those types of things.

3 So it would -- I cannet answer the engineering

4 aspect. But in the type of walk-through we have done, there

5 would be no reason for them to go to I would assume, go--

6 to the computer, because the system is not behaving. it is4

7 not doing anything per se. I mean, we are not actually

8 inserting malfunctions, obviously..

9 N'o w , we have a couple -- at least one simulator

10 that I recall did some real time simulations of a couple of

11 emergencies, and I do not recall them going to the computer

12 in that particular plant. I simply do not recall.

13 0 You scree that a walk-through of this type is a

14 somewhat artificial situation?

15 A (WITNESS PRICE) Not for the --

16 0 Let's see if I can maybe direct this a little

17 further. In terms of modeling what the expected response

18 would be in an actus1 emergoney, what degree of fidelity do

19 you think there is between a procedural walk-through where

20 there are not any time and pressure constraints and an*

21 actual emergency in terms of the operator response, how they

'
22 use their equipmen t , possibly the computer?

23 Can you comment on what degree of carryover you

24 think might exist?

25 A (WITNESS PRICE) Well, I think for our purposes,
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1 which is strictly the human factors engineering in 0660 --

it is perfectly adequate, in that we are again2 what is it --

3 concerned not with the operator's training, not with the

4 adeqsacy of the procedures. We are concerned with the

5 interface, the information and response capability,

4 6 and to some extent the communications involved.

7 So I believe I stated that when we go through the

* 8 procedures it is somewhat interactive, in that we do ask

9 ques tion s . We zigh t very well ask, where would you get a

10 first out indication or what tripped the reactor and the

11 sequence of events. Now, we did not do that at this plant

12 that I recall.

13 But we might ask those kinds of questions, and

- 14 they would simply tell us where we get that information, or

15 w e d on ' t have it or we cannot get it.

16 So for our purpose I feel walking throuch the

17 plan t is better than a simulator for evaluating human

18 factors engineering. If we were evaluating training, that

19 would be something different. The real ti=e aspect would be
1

20 more important. |
*

l

9.1

.

22
i

|
1

23
|

24

25
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1 Q Mr. Baxter had made a statement -- and he can

2 certainly correct me if I am wrong -- but I believe it was

3 stated that if the CPT and the printers are both down that

4 there are some other means of using the computer.

5 Are you aware of any other means that exist for

4 6 getting dats out of the computer other than using one of the

7 line printers or the CRT?

i 8 A (WITNESS RAMIRFZ) It is my understanding that you

9 have three printers. You have an alarm printer, and then

10 you have a sequence-of-event printer, and then you have a

11 periodic los printer. And it is my understanding that if

12 the alarm printer fails, that it will automatically switch

13 over to the sequence-of-events printer and the alarm

14 information will be printed out there.

15 And correct ne if I am wrong, but as I recall,

16 that is how that system operated at TMI-1.

17 Q Let's assume that all three printers and the C?.T

18 are down. Is the computer of any use then to the

gg operators?

20 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) To my knowledge, no. There*

21 would be no other output device available.
o

22 0 Okay. And finally, with the new capabilities that

23 are being proposed by Licensee f or installation a t some

24 point, new CRT, new printer, new conputer, is the staff in

25 any position to assess whether this system is goung to have
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1 greater reliability than the present system in terms of

2 accuracy of information, down time, that type of a factor?

3 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I did not get the first part of

4 how you phrased the question. Is it staff --

5 0 Is the staf f in an y position to assers whe ther the

6 new system that is being proposed is of any greater4

7 reliability than the current system?

* 8 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I think at this point in time

g we have not really set up to do that. I would venture to

10 say that we have, you know, we have the people that can do

11 it. But we have only been in business a short time, and we

12 try to do a lot of things. I think eventually we will be

13 doing that, yes.

14 0 But you are not prepared to do that right now?

15 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) That is correct.

16 0 Can either of you postulate or consider any

17 conditions under which use of the computer could detract

18 from an operator's performing his duties either in normal or

39 in emergency situationc?

20 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I guess the only situation I'

21 can think of is where he would violate company procedure or

*
22 policy by using -- in an emergency -- going to the process

23 computer rather than looking at his safety system backup.

24 One of the things that we do ask when we are doing

25 the walkthroughs is we ask him, "Wher do you lock if the2

I
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1 particula r instrument fails in a safety system?" And they

2 will point out what their backup instrument is.

3 I would say that in a situation such as that,

4 where they would rely on a process computer at this point,

5 and it micht be giving them wrong information or bad

o 6 information, it could detract from his ability to control

7 the plant.

V 8 0 Other than that isolated example, would yo u sa y

g that the computer is a more positive influence on the

to operator than a negative influence in terms of being a51e to

11 carry out his functions?

12 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) Yes. I think my answer to that

13 would be "Yes." I think they put some reliance on the

14 information that is presented.

15 0 Any comments on that, Mr. Price?

16 A (WITNESS PRICE) Well, the same ones I had. I

37 think the computer is a valuable, marvelous tool in this

18 application and in many others. like any other tool,

gg though, if it is inadequate, which could be in terms of the

20 reliability of inf ormation, which I do not know about in*

21 this case, or the response time, I do know, as I mentioned,
*

if it gets out of sync with the system or operator22

23 expectations in terms of the way they want information out

24 of it, I do think they tend -- if the computer is available,

25 I think people are going to tend to use it as much as
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1 possible.

2 What the heck, it is a very beneficial tool. And

3 I think, as a process computer for its intended purpose, it

4 provides a valuable operator aid during normal operations.

5 Again, I cannot really speak to the engineering. I just

e 6 raise the question If it does get behind, it could be a

7 problem, in my opinion.

t 8 MR. SHOLLY Mr. Chairman, that is all I have,

9 other than checking through NUREG-0600 for those few

10 instances.

11 MR. BAXTES: May I ask one?

12 Mr. Keaten, are ,you aware of any methods of

13 obtaining inf ormation f rom the computer if the CET and all

14 three printers are unavailable?

15 WITNESS KEATENs Yes. In fact, the present 855

16 system does have some capability of reading out inf orma tion

17 independent of both the CRTs and the printers. The amount

18 that it can read out this way is very limited. But there

39 are four -- I believe four -- analog strip chart recorders

" 20 which are driven by the computer and are aced primarily by

21 the operators for long-term trending in f o rm a tion . And then

+
22 there is one digital output meter which couli read out a

23 single point.

So even without the CRTs and the printers, there24

25 would be some information from the computer, although

i
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1 clea rly it would be limited compared to what you could get

2 with a CRT or a printer.

3 WITNESS RAMIEEZa I stand corrected. They do have

4 a digital readout that Mr. Keaten speaks of. And they do

5 have the analog readouts, although the analog readouts are

6 long-term, very slow. It would be difficult to get accurate.

7 readings, I think, on the analog readouts.

= 8 WITNESS KEATENs Well, excuse me. I do not think

9 it would be dif ficult to get accurate readings. It is true

10 tha t they are used, as I said, for a long-term slow trend.

11 They are not intended as a fast response. It is --

12 CHAIRMAN SMITH All right. se will take the

13 break.

14 Dr. Little has done some looking through 0600. It

15 migh t save you some time. She has some information on page

16 1A-31, and in that vicinity and the pages preceding.

17 DR. JORDAN: Before we break, I will have one

18 question when we get back. So that you can think about it a

39 little bit, my last question to the Licensee's panel was

20 concerned with how good a control room will we have from a#

.

I 21 human-factors standpoint after the modifics' ions have been
i

s

22 made. Is it going to be good, medium good? And is it going

23 to be considerably changed from previous.

24 And I am sure Mr. Ramire: was here and heard the

25 Licensee's panel, and so I am going to ask him at least to

I
|

e
* I
3

|
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1 raspond to see if he agreees with the Licensee. But I will

2 do that after the break so you cr.n think about it.

3 WITNESS SAMIREZa Okay.

4 (Brief recess.)

5 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Are we all ready?

. 6 Mr. Ramirez, but 're we continue, I would like to

7 ask you one clarifying question.

t 8 90ARD EXAMINATION Resuming--

9 BY CHAIRMAN SMITH:

10 0 I understood your testimony to be about the

11 process computer, that during the -- during the visit and

12 the calk to the operators and the people who are familiar

13 with the machine,ethat they did not give you reports that

14 there have been times when the machine has been unreliable

15 in its information, in the accuracy of the information.

16 Then you say you would ra ther see in this control

17 room no process computer rather than an unreliable one, but

18 your overall conclusion is that if you are making the

19 decision, from everything you know, you would have this

* 20 computer in this control room available to trained operators

21 and I am paraphrasing very roughly trained operators-- --

a
22 during both normal and transient circumstances.

23 Now, to me, I perceive a void, something th a t

24 needs explaining.

25 A (1ITNESS RAMIREZ) Okay. Mr. Price pointed out
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1 that you were referring to the process computer at this

2 plant, the Bailey 855.

3 0 Oh, yes.
l,

4 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I was referring, in general, to |
|

5 having a process computer available at all times in the |

6 plant.*

7 0 That very definitely was the point that I was

8 referring to. The present computer and the possibility that*

9 it will be relied upon as a fallback tool pending the new

10 instrument, the new tool.s

11 A (WITNESS FAMIREZ) I appreciate that you give me

12 an opportunity to clarify that, because I was interpreting

13 that as a general comment, of having a process computer

14 available at a plant. And I feel that my personal opinion

15 is that I would like to see that available a t all tim e s .

16 0 A process computer. But how about this particular

17 process computer, the present 9ailey process computer in

18 this plant?

i 19 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I tend to agree with Jr.
|

* 20 Keaten. I think before we visited this plan t they had made

21 a determination to improve the capabil.i.ty that they had at
A

22 that plant. And I am all in favor of what they are doing.

23 I would like to see the Bailey 855 superseded just on the

24 basis of , yo u know , things that we know about.

25 0 That still is not a direct answer to my question.
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1 My question is: If the decision were yours, from what you

2 know aoout the Bailey machine, from what was told to you and

3 from what you believe is reliable information, would you

4 allow it to be used as a backup machine pending the

5 installation of upgraded equipment?

. 6 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) I believe I would, providing

7 that the Licensee establish some sort of a verification
8 periodically on the computer to see th a t information that is*

9 being provided is accurate and reliabla.

10 0 okay. And recognizing that you do not claim to

11 have expertise on operator training, would you have any

12 particular operator emphasis on the circumstances under

13 which this nachine could be depended upon and when it could

14 not be?

15 A (WITNESS 3AMIREZ) I think, from a human-factors

16 standpoint, I think that that probably should be highlighted

17 to the operator in training or retraining.

18 CHA!RMAN SMITHS All right. Thank you.

ig Mr. Sholly.

* CROSS EXAMINATION Resumed--

20

21 3I M3+ 3HOLLLY8
&

22 0 If you refer in NUREG-0600 to page 1A-13, item

23 number 71, it is listed in the time sequence at tvo minutes

24 into the sequence. That is the item that I think I was

25 referring to. And I note there that what the operator asks
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1 for was for the computer to print " reactor coolant system

2 loop B inlet tempera-ure." I mistakenly remembered that as

3 a sequence of eve'*- and I think the first sequence of,

4 evente request does not come until somewhat later, in the

.5 h a lf -h o t.:: range.

6 I have noted here in about the first two hours anda

7 18 minutes, perhaps, some dozen instances where the operator

t' 8 vent to the computer and demand tha t the computer produce

9 some type of information. I could go through those with you

10 poin t by point. I do not think it would take very long.

11 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: The point that you think we

12 should pursue is that the operator did indeed dra w upon the

13 computer during transient circumstances?

14 MR. SHOLLY: Yes. And I would hope, with the

15 individuals who are present in the room who are either on

18 the stanc cr have teen on the stand, they could probably

17 clarif y if I am mistakenin my impression as to what the

18 importance of these par 'icular requests are.

19 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I think there may be two pcints

* 20 to be established. One is that in this particular time,

21 they did use the computer in transient circumstances andu

,

22 perhaps you could request to rece've a stipulation that that

is the case. Wculd there be any -- is that something that23

24 could be stipulated, or do we have to go through it and

25 follow the normal course of events?
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1 MR. BAXTER: I personally just have two

2 qualifications to set a stipulation. Maybe someone from GPU

3 who has reviewed this sequence of operator use in the

4 computer could comment further. It is not clear to me from

5 this document who uses information or ralls it up, whether

a 6 it was an operator or some engineer that came in or someone

y else.

, 8 And secondly, if the point of the interrogation by

9 Er. Sholly is to test the reliability of wha t Mr. Keaten

10 said , I thought he said that the operators are not going to

11 use it for immediate action during an accident. And so
o

12 calling up data on the computer up to two hours and 18

13 minutes I would not consider to be in conflict with what Mr.

14 Keaten said.

15.

16

17

kJ

19

* %
;

21'

.

22

23

24

,
25

|

.

|

|
,
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am not sugges ting a stipula tion

2 which would be addressed to what Mr. Keaten believes to be

3 the ideal case and the case he would expect to operate now.

4 I would like to break it down into discreet factual blocks

5 that we can either agree upon or litigate. I guess we can

a 6 litigate it if we have to.

7 MR. SHOLLYa Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, I could

S 8 explain, if this will help. My reason for bringing thic up

g was simply to show that, at least in this particular

10 instance, the TMI-2 accident, the operators did use the

11 computer following the initiation of the accident. And what
i

12 I would hope to establish with either the current witnesses

13 or witnesses who have already appeared on the stand , if

14 Licensee is willing to put them back on to answer a few

15 questions , is the relative significance of the particular

16 information that the opera tor was requesting and if that

17 information is available on hardwired instrumentation in the

18 control room.

19 I think it raises a question of why they called it

20 up on the computer if they could go over to a panel and look*

! 21 at it and read the instrumentation. Just as a matter of
| s

22 de velo pin g thinking, it appears to me -- and certainly I

23 would be happy to stipulate that I am not an engineer, I am

24 not qualified to testify upon this. But it appears to me

|
25 that there are instances in here, and ! would hope to
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1 establish this, when the operator callad up information on

2 the computer when he could have read it from a dial, a

3 chart, a meter, an instrument of some sort that is in the

4 control root.

5 He simply did it from the computer in what appears

6 to be a matter of ronvenience. They will go to the computera

7 and call that information up.

* 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: The problem is it is going to be

g very difficult to stipulate the significance of the action.

10 Hoping that we could agree upon what is agreeable and then

11 isolate that which is not, just as a matter of efficiency.
,

12 We can see here, looking here ourselves, tha t the sequence

13 demonstrates that s he operator goes to the computar

14 so m e tim es , and it was -- I have only found one myself, the

15 one you pointed out.

16 Well, can we stipulate that the plant operators

17 called upon the computer during the transient of March 28th,

18 1979, the very computer we a re discussing today? Is that

19 fact in dispute?

20 MB. CUTCHIN: I an not sure it is the very*

23 computer we are talking about today, unless we can get
.

22 another stipulation that the one in TMI Unit 1 is indeed the

23 same type and has the same --

24 CHAIRXAN SMITH: That is a point I had overlooked

25 en tirely. I am not accomplishing much. There does not seem
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1 to be any rush to simplify this.

2 So proceed, Mr. Sholly, and we will see what

3 happens.

4 MR. CUTCHIN: Well, could I add one further j

5 comment? If I understood 5r. Sholly correctly, I though t I

6 understood him to be trying to establish, first, that the*

7 computer was indeed relied upon or would be relied upon in

8 an accident situation. And his concern was whether, if*

9 reliance on the computer was sought, there was another way

10 to get that information through hard-wired instrumentation

11 and then that he might be satisfied if that were the case.

12 Now, when Mr. Joyce and the Licensee's witnesses

13 we re b ack -- oh , I forget the exact date -- testified on

14 this subject matter, I seem to recall rather clearly that

15 they both said that all the information that was needed by

16 an operator to saf ely cope with an accident was available to

17 him f rom ha rd wired info rma tion. And that was not

18 contested.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: We are at a different pesture i;gg

*
20 this litiga tion now. Ihe question -- it is going to come

21 down -- this noard is going to have to say, probably, we are
I *

22 going to be called upon by Mr. Sholly to say: Unplug that

| 23 computer, unplug it. And we are going to have to say yes or
|

! 24 00*.

So the question that survives from the earlier2b
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1 contention is: Is the presence of the computer in the

2 control room inconsistent with safety? Isn't that what we

3 are trying to litigate right now, Mr. Sholly?

4 ER. SHOLLY I think perhaps you misunderstand

5 what I said. As I recall, you tsked what findings Yr.

6 Cutchin and --*

7 OHAIRMAY SMITH: I was coming back to that.

what findings we saw cor.ng out of8 MR. SHOLLY:* -a

g th e testimony that has been heard thus far. And my response

10 was, it seems to me that a finding could be unplug it, not

11 necessarily that I would want that to be the case.
I

12 CHAIR 5AN SMITH All right. However --

13 MR. SHOLLY: That seemed to be the way the

14 evidence was developng.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH That certainly seemed to be your

16 position when we litigated the computer contention itself.

17 Now, if you do not feel that way any more, if we

18 misunderstood , then we are wasting a lot of time. Then the

19 Board can make up its own mind based upon the evidence.

I want to give you a fair shot at the litigation.20

21 Maybe I misconceived what your position is.

l MR. SHOLLY: 'J e l l , I would frankly prefer to see22

the new computer on line before restart.23

CHAIRMAN SMITy The new one?24

TR. SHOLLY: Yes.25
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH But if that is not your option,

2 then we may not have , ,erfect world, nor may the Board,

3 when it is faced with a decision, and we may have to say

4 don't operate, get the one on line as fast as you can; in

5 the meantime, use the existing one, or get it on as fast as

6 you can and don't use the existing one.*

7 But it is going to be discrete decisions and we

* 8 have to decide. And we 'J a n t you to have a fair shot at

g telling us what this decision should be, what your position

10 is. And sometimes just getting the s ta tement of proposed

11 findings is not very helpful.

12 MR. SHOLLYa I think perhaps you were looking at

13 this from a different standpoint than I was. I am looking

14 at this to attempt to establish that operators do in fact

15 rely on the computer to assist them in responding to a

18 transient, a trip, an accident, what h' ave you. Eut it

17 seemed to me that the prevailing weight of the evidence thus

18 far was that they did not.

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am wondering if that one thing

*
20 can be stipulated. That is where I was when I became

21 frustrated. Then it became apparent to me that perhaps I do
.

22 no t fully understand your position.

23 Wha t if you were given the choice? What if the |

24 decision is the plant is going to operate, and the decision

25 is that the plant i' '- :o operate, but the ne w.
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1 information retriaval, the new computer -- all functions of

2 the new computer will not be in place. Then we are going to

3 have to decide, does tce old one stay in or doesn't it.

4 Now, what is your position on that from what you

5 know now? Can you -- have you arrive.d at an opiiion?

a 6 MR. SHOLLY: I would prefer to see any computer

7 stay. The one that is there now, if the new one cannot be

* 8 brought on line before restart, then I would certainly

9 prefer to see the old one brought on line as opposed to no

10 computer at all. As long as you are going to use the

11 computer, I think it is necessary for everyone to understand
1

12 the basis on which it is going to be used and to assume that

13 it is not going to be used to help operators respond to an

14 accident I believe is a mistaken impression.

15 I think it raises the question, if in fact and--

16 I think it is the case -- that the operators will rely on

17 the computer, then you have to establish somehow that the

18 computer is reliable and suitable to be relied upon. And I

19 do not think anyone has addressed that yet, to my

20 satisf action at least.*

21 If I recell Mr. Joyce correctly, the staff does
;

.

- 22 not go into any detstl on reviewing computers. The computer

23 is not a safety-grade instrument. There are not safety

24 grade connections between the instruments and th e computer.

25 It raises a question of how much reliance you can place on

!
,

(

!
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; it.

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH: And they are unnecessary.

3 ER. SHOLLY The computer is unnecessary?

4 CHAIDMAN SMITH: That was their position, yes.

5 MR. SHOLlY: It may very well be their position.

e 6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I think in this contention we

7 have the question, are they worse than unnecessary under the

8 circumstances that they might be used if the plant starts up+

g witn them in place.

to DR. JORDAN It seems to me we have a lot of

11 instruments in the control room. We have the integrated

12 control system, which is not safety grade. There are many,'

13 many things which are in the controls for operating the

14 plant for reliable operation, continuous operation on line.

15 And the question is, are those things required to respond to

18 an accident situation?

17 And the testimony we have had so far is, I

18 believe, that there are hardwired instruments and the

19 procedures are so written that the operator is indeed

20 supposed to rely on the hardwired instruments, which are*

21 safety grade, in responding to trancient conditions.
'

22 Now, Mr. Sholly has a feeling -- and so do I, I

that if a transient situation does come23 guess; I share it --

24 up, the operator is going to rely not only on his hardwired

25 equipment , he is going to rely on everything he has got.

I
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1 And this means a lot of instruments in the control room

2 besides the comeuter that are not saf ety grade.

3 So I guess I do not think the computer is a unique

4 situation, but that there is just all kinds of -- and you

5 might raise the question, then, should there not be an

o 6 interaction analysis of all of these instruments to

7 determine the requirement for them. And this has been one

8 of the contentions that we do have to talk about in our*

9 decision. This is a contention in the case.

10 But I do not think the computer is necessarily

11 unique, but it is an important instrument and I agree that

12 it is an important instrument in reliable operation of the

13 plant.

14 MR. SHOLLYa Fr. Chairman, one of the things which

15 was brought out, I think, by Mr. Price points to the sort of

18 thing that I intend to propose as findings. For example, I

17 think Mr. Price proposed -- or perhaps it was Mr. Famirez, I

18 am not sure -- that some sort of program be set up from

19 restart and thereon to periodically check the reliability of

20 the computers ac tinst the instruments.a

21 That s3rt of thing I think would be entirely
.

22 appropriate in order to verify that until this new computer

23 system is on line that we do have a reliable situation.

24 CHAIR.5AN SMITH: This discussion to me for one is

25 very helpfel. But it still does not eliminate the problem
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1 of building the evidentiary record a block at a time, which

2 to the extent you feel it is necessary to support your

3 viewpoint end now, I think from what you have stated,--

4 that is it really is it or is it not necessary to--

5 establish that the operators during the accident of March

a 6 28th at Three Mile Island 2 did in fact rely upon a

7 non-safety 3rade, non-hardwired computer during the

8 transient?-

g Look, we all know that they did, don 't we?

10 DR. JORDAN: Sure they do.

11 MR. CUTCHIN I have no problem with that. I have

12 no problem with that particular statement.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITE. Okay.

14 MR. BAXTER: I am not sure we are ready to agree,

15 Mr. Chairman.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: You are not, all right. Let me

17 say this, then. And I do not want to -- I could not ever

18 push you into agreeing to something which is inaccurate.

gg But I think now the time might come where the burden oft

I

20 pursuing the point is upon you.

21 MR. BAXIER: I have been trying to make the offer
.

, 22 th a t , as soon as the opportunity presents itself and--

23 perhaps it is immediately after the conclusion of this panel

24 I weuld recall Mr. Keaten, who is our 'watness on the--

25 computer . Mr. Walsh, who ic sitting next to me, has spent
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1 some time studying the use of the computer during the TMI-2

2 accident; and allow Mr. Sholly to pursue these entries from

3 0600.

4 I don 't know any way to shortcut that.

5 CHAISMAN SMITH: We are not talking about the

a 6 significance of the action taken. I did not include that in

7 the statement. Simply, they went to the computer repeatedly

8 during the course of the tra nsient.*

9 MR. BAXTEE: I thought you said "reliad," Mr.

10 Chairman, earlier. And I do not know who went to the

11 computer. I am not sure we challenge that somebody

12 requested some of these printouts. I don't know who did it

13 and what they did with it, and I think that goes to Mr.

14 Sholly's point.

15 DR. JORDANS I guess I do have a feeling that the

16 opera tors did go to the computer, they requested

17 information, they did not get the information, the computer

18 was backed up; that it would have been helpful to them in*

19 deciding what to do about it if they had of gotten the

* 20 information. Somehow I would not be surprised if that were

21 the situation.
.

22 In any event, my concern her? is, I think Mr.

23 Sho11y's concern is -- well, he feels, I believe, that they

that the plant should not restart entil they have24 really --

25 a proper computer; that the old computer is not really

i
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1 ad eq ua te . I suspect I don't want to put words in Mr.--

2 Sholly's mouth.

3 I know it is my feelino that I would be very much

4 happier about restart of that plant if I was assured, as Mr.

5 Keatan said, that the new computer will be there, the new --

6 at least a fair fraction of the software to operate it, and^

7 the printout devices and so on, which surely would be

* 8 valuable. And to my mind, to think about operating without

g the computer is just not a problem at the mCnent.

10 There is going to be a computer there. And as I

11 say, I hope the evidence will be that it will be a much

12 better computer, either at the time of restart or very

13 shortly thereaf ter.

14 But what you might question surely is -- and what

15 perhaps does need to be looked a t -- is how much reliance

16 does the operator place on the computer, does failure of the

17 computer, can that mean, when faced with accidents, just as

18 we have been f aced with the problem of the failure of the

19 integrated control system -- has there been a failure modes

* 20 and effects analysis of that failure of the computer, as

21 there was for the f ailure of the integrated control system?
.

22 It would be relevant to the hearing to have such

23 an analysis. But there is going to be a computer there, and

24 the question is what?

25 DR. LITTLES Mr. Baxter, to return to 0600, is

; '
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1 what you are wanting to demonstrate that the information

2 which is in 0600, which was one of the first documents out,

3 is not nececcarily completely valid or not?

4 MR. BAXTER: I have not had the opportunity, Dr.

5 Little, to go over each one of them. I have been advised,

6 though, that in some cases they were not necessarily*

7 operators who were calling up these things, particularly

8 sequence of event reports. There were other people who came*

9 into the control room, and so I do not think that you can --

to I am not questioning item number 71. I don't know. I have

11 not -- that is what we have witnesses for and I just thought

12 I would make the off er to let Mr. Sholly question them both

13 about who did it, the significance of it, how it was relied

14 upon, if at all, to handle the transient.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am wondering now if this is

16 necessary for the litigation. I am wondering if any

17 stipulation is necessary for the litigation. Mr. Sholly is

18 at the point where he no longer believes that the presence

19 of the old computer in the control room is inconsistent with

# 20 sa f e ty . -

21 MR. BAXTER: That is true. I also have two out of
O

22 three Board members who said the y think the operators relied 1

|

23 upon it to a great extent during the TMI-2 acciden t : So I I

24 --

25 (Lauchter.)'

i
|
!

!
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1 CHAIEdAN SMITE: We are quibbling here, I think, a

2 little bit. There is nothing that I said that would tend to

3 imply that I read anything which said that the operators

4 ignored the safety grade instrumentation in favor of an

5 inadequate computer. I have found nothing that suggests

4. 6 that.

7 While there may be such a thing, this was not a

* 8 part of my observation. I was merely trying to establish

9 one step in an evidentiary shortcut, that during the

10 accident operators went and looked at the computer. I do

11 not know wha t they did with it, but they just did not look

12 at it for entertainment; that they did go there.

13 But now I am wondering if we even have to go into

14 the whole area. I do not know. Maybe there is a batter

15 shortcut. The way we are going, it can be a very long

16 litiga' ion and perhaps an unnecessary one.

17 All right. Now, we were going to come back to the

18 staf f and ask , just what is the sum of the staff's

19 position. I think that you had indicated before that you

' 20 would come back to s with more information.

21 MR. CUTCHINs And this is on the findings that we
j

22 would expect the Board to be able to make on this issue,

23 human f actors engineering, control roon design.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Particularly with respect to the

25 process computer, and particularly now, as it is boiling

|

I

|
|
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1 down to what is the rionificance of the existence or

2 nonexistence of the old computer.

3 MR. CUTCHINs I guess I did not understand the

4 question to be that pointed. But let me try to approach it

5 first from the general overall human f actors engineering

8 question. The stai'f has ident' fied a number of human+

7 factors deficiencies in the control room design which in the

8 staff's opinion need to be satisfactorily resolved prior to*

9 restart.

10 The staff also believes that there is a necessity

11 for further control room design, human factors engineering

12 review by the licensee. There has not been a 100 percent
,

13 review. There may be some additional serious deficiencies

14 show up as a result of that. But there is no present

15 evidence tha t there will be.

18 Therefore , the staff 's position is that if the

17 deficiencies that have been identified to date, those being

18 the category one and category two items, are resolved, there

19 is a sufficiently low probability that there are other major

*
20 problems that the staff believes it is okay to let the plant

21 restart once those category one and category two items have
,

22 been resolved to the staff 's satisf action.

23 Now, amonc those items are concerns about

24 upgrading process computer capability. That is still an

25 area of nonresolution at the moment. So the staff is not
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1 yet ready to take the position that from the computer

2 standpoint there is or is not a problem.

3 dow, if I am wrong in that supposition, I had

4 better address the question to my two witnesses. But that

5 is s r presen t understanding, that with respect to the

* 6 matters on page 7 of NUREG-0752 -- that is, item 2(d) -- I

7 thought I understood Mr. Ramirez to say that he expects some

8 additional f eedback from the Licensee before the staff is*

g ready to take a position on a restart with respect to the

10 computer.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 But your previous witness says --

12 panel said that they did not care if there was any computer

13 in that control room or not.

14 MR. CUTCHIN: I think Mr. Ramire: said from the

15 requirements of the staff standpoin t tha t was still the

16 situation. A computer is not required by the staff for safe

17 operation of the plant.

18 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So then isn 't the question

19 necessarily that the capability and questionable vintage of
.

* 20 the process computer presently in place has the potential

21 for being -- hac the potential f or mischief ? Isn't that the
F

22 precise issue before us?

23 MR. CUTCHIN: But I as not sure you can get the

24 whole answer to that question here, Mr. Chairman, because I

25 think another facet of that may well be, is the operator or

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC, )
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1 are the opera tors that are presently at TMI-1 sufficiently

2 sensitized to the (inds of unreliabilities that might result

3 from this computer, and have they been trained to cope and

4 to recognira, so that they go to the hardwired information

5 end ignore the computer. I do not know.

*s 6 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Indeed, tha t is a facet of the

7 evidence that would perbsps be determinative of whether this

8 existing computer can be the cause of mischief en the*

9 control root. That is an approach to it.
.

10 MR. CUTCH,IN s And I do not think we have the full

11 answer here. But I would like to -- I heard the witness say

12 certain things, and perhaps the Board got a slightly

13 different impression. I recoonize we have been around this

14 pa th at least a couple of times today and have approached

15 that same question from several directions.

16 But my recollection is that Mr. Ramire: stated

17 that he has no dissgreement with what Mr. Joyce said as far

18 as whether or not a computer is required for safe

19 operation . I don 't know tha t Mr. Joyce addressed the

* 20 reliability problems. That is a human factors concern which

21 we a re addressing here and now.
.

22 And I know no way, otner than to put direct
1

23 questions these witnesses. And if the Board feels they need

24 to hear others, then we have to cross tha t b rid g e .

25 MB. BAXTER: Licensee's problem, Mr. Chairman, is
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1 I do not think we know what to respond to. Mr. Keaten, who

2 has major responsibilities in this area and has spent, I

3 think, a good deal of time en the program to upgrade this

4 computer system, testified this afternoon that he is not

5 aware of any instances of unreliable or inaccurate

6 information being produced by that computer and he is going
g

7 to check into it.

8 He was surprised to hear Mr. Ramirez say that.
,

9 And with all due respect, Mr, Ramire ' review has

10 constituted five days in the control room, not all of which

11 were spent on this one item, which he indicated the severe

12 time constraints, and he indicated some interviews with some

13 operators. And I don 't think we ha ve anything to react to

14 that is very specific or that I can deal with in terms of

15 allegations that there is some unreliabilities of

16 information from this system.

17 CHAIR!AN SMITH. Can we all agree that if there is

18 an identifica tion, an accurate identification of the

39 reliability of this present computer, and there is reliable

20 identification of the operator's awareness of the-

21 reliability of the computer, that the issue is resolved,

' 22 plus, of course, the operator's awareness of the reliability

23 of the computer would subsu=e centrols on the use of it too,

24 of course?

25 Is that a statement, a correct statement? I mean,
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1 the more the reliability of the cooputer, the less the

2 problem witn the operators and vice versa? Is that a

3 correct statement? Otherwise, I see we are going to be

4 spending much more of this afternoon --

5 MR. BAXTER: I think that is right. Unless we

A. 6 have before us a question about th e reliability, I do not

7 think we need concern ourselves to what extent it is used.
* 8 I think they come in that order.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

10 MR. SHOLLY: I am not so sure that is the case. I

11 think if I can demonstrate that the computer is used, then

12 the reliability of the computer must be dete rmined.

13 CHAI3 MAN SMITH: Look, if the computer is not

14 used, just take it out and we do not have any problem.

15 MR. BAXTER: Well, Mr. Chairman, the witnesses

16 have testified tha t it is used for certain things. It is

17 used for nuclear calculations. It is used as an aid for

18 calling uc certain data points. What the witnesses have

39 said, it is not used for immediate actions in response to

"

20 transients. They are used to going to the hardwired

21 instrumen tation on the control boards.
.

,

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: So that is an issue.

23 MR. SMOLLY: Yes.

24 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It seems to me we are right back

25 where we ended up from lunch.

!

I
1

l
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1 '4ITNESS PRICE: Mr. Chairman, could I -- you made

2 a point which I would like to reinforce because it was one I

3 left out. I made the statement that if it is there, I think

4 they will use it under all conditions, and I believe that.

5 However, you made an excellent point that I should like to

6 add to my statement. I do not mean they would use it solelyms

7 and ignore the other instrumentation.

. 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Thank you.

9 Mr. Sholly, it seems to me that the issue has been

10 drawn here. From your point of view, you are free to

11 establish a record to demonstrate, at least in the past,

12 that the computer in the control room was used for whatever

13 purpose you want to demonstrate from the evidence tha t is

14 available. You have to bear in mind Mr. Cutchin's concern

15 tha t this is not in evidence, and we will just take it as it

16 comes.

17 If we need more evidence on it, we will see if we

18 can get it. In the meantime, we are free to proceed.

19 MR. EAXTER: Except, M r. Chairman, I made the

20 offer earlier to have my witnesses respond to these*

! 21 questions, and I do not want to cut off ti:e sta f f , but I
|

'

22 question whether they have the kind of knowledge of the

23 sequence of events and what the operators did with the

24 infor1ation to really do ac re than just verif y what M r.

25 Sholly what the document says.
l

I
|

|
|
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1 CHAIR!AN SMITH: That very well may be. But we

2 did not even seem to be able to make any progress on gettino

3 agreement on what the document said.

4 BY MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

5 0 Mr. Ramirez, did you have any responsibility in

N 6 terms of reviewing the TMI-2 accident?
3

7 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) The TMI what?

* 8 0 The TMI-2 accident. Did you have any staff

9 responsibilitier as far as reviewing that accident?

10 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) No, I did not.

11 0 So you would not be terribly familiar with

12 NUREG-0600?

13 A (WITNESS RAMIREZ) That is correct.

14 MR. SHGLLY Then I think I sgree with Mr. Baxter,

15 we do have somewhat of a problem. If all the witness can do

16 is verify what it says on the page, I can have anyone do

$7 that. I'm not sure what tha t proves.

18 CHAIRJA3 SMITH: Perhaps the route for us to take

19 is to turn this into a Board question and take come time off
i

* 20 and sa y what we want. I am disappointed that the parties

21 here I know that the desire is present, but there does--

* 1

22 no,t seem to be much imagination being broucht into play.

23 I think that everyone now understands what Mr. |

I 24 Sholly's concerns are and what the Board's cancerns are, and

25 you know what resources are available to you, and you do,
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1 Mr. Cutchin, and if we have to formulate a Board question it

2 may be t5e wrong question. But you know where the record is

3 void here.

4 In 0600, apparently there is some indication that

5 the computer was used in a manner -- I am not saying that

N 6 the Board believes this. This is Mr. Sholly suggestino a
3

7 possibility -- in a manner inconsistent with the way Mr.

8 Keaten said that the practice is for the computer to be used*

g and the manner in which it would be used upon restart.

10 Now, Mr. Sholly has a right to establish the

11 record on that, and the Board is going to support him in

12 that right.

13 MR. BAXTSR4 I hava offered to present witnesses

14 for him to question as soon as your pleasure manifacts

15 itself there. They are here and ready to take th e stand . I

16 don't know what more I can do.

17 MR. SHOLLY: M r. Chairman.

18 (Board conferring.)

19 CHAIRMAN SMITH Perhaps the best approach now --

'

20 Mr. Keaten would be available. I think that is a good

21 approach. Mr. Keaten and who aever else you wish wc;1d be
.

22 avsilable to address Mr. Sholly's suggestion. In the

23 meantime, maybe we can let this panel conclude its testimony

| 24 and go on their wa y and then we can come back to that

25 point. |
l

l

|

|
'
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1 MR. SHOLLY: I have no further questions for this

2 panel, "r. Chairman.

3 DR. JCBDAN: Well then, I guess I had posed one

.

question before the break, namely, you heard what the4

5 Licensee's panel replied when I asked them if the TMI-1

6 control room after the modifications is going to be a major.s

7 improvement over the present TMI-1, and if so in what major

e 8 respects.

9 WITNISS RAMIREZ: Yes, sir. I do believe that if

10 the corrective actions or improvements that we have stated

11 in RUREG-0752 are implemented, that the operation of a

12 plant, the interface between the operator and the control

13 boards and displays will be improved considerably. And to

14 the extent that we believe that it would be safe to operate,

15 saf e to operate the plant.

16 And the areas that I think would show great

17 improvement are areas whers se should include color coding,

18 prioritization of alarms, batter labeling or improved

19 labeling, improvement in the contrast between some of the

20 pushbuttons and the background panel itself. The color"

21 coding improvements would come into play not only to
-

22 demarcate sections, systems, and subsystems, but show

23 relationships between controls that may be on sloping panels

24 or lower panels and the displays on the upper panels.

25 I cannot think of any more right now. Can you?

!

|

1 '

l
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1 WITNESS PRICE 4 Some suggestions about improved

2 communications.

3 WITNESS RAMIREZ4 Communica tions improvements.

4 And I have been back to a couple of plants where we have had

5 these imprevenents implemented, and even I was surprised at

5 6 how much better the control boards were. And operators

7 commented to me how much better it was and easier it was for
8 them to operate the plant, because even normal procedures*

'l

g call all controls and it makes it easiar for them to spot

10 them when you have groups of controls that a re identical or

11 displays, and the temptation or the error is sometimes to

12 read the wrong display by arranging for better labeling and

13 color coding and demarcation. These things are improved

14 considerably.

15 DR. JORDANS I see. That is quite helpful.

16 WITNESS RAMIEEZs Could I add one more thing,

17 sir ?

18 DR. JORDANS Please do.

19 WITNESS'RAMIREZ: This item on page 7, the process

*
20 computer, the staf f has no problem now, after hearing Mr.

21 Kesten 's testimony.
.

22 DR. JGRDANs Okay.

23 WITNESS RAMIREZ: As far as the staff is

24 concerned , that particular item at least at this point seems

25 to be resolved.
i
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are you referring to the

2 testimony this afternoon!

3 RITNESS BAMIREZa Yes, sir.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

5 DR. JCRDAN: One last thing, then. Would you say

8 that the IHI-1 control room, after these modifications,s

7 assuming they are all made, will then be comparable with

8 other plants from the human factors standpoint?e

9 WITNESS RAMIREZa Yes, sir.

10 D9. JORDANS That is all I have.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Does the State have any --

12 ER. ADLERs I have one hypothetical question for

13 Mr. Price.

14 B! tR. ADLER. (Resuming)

15 C Let us assume that the TMI-1 opera tors are

16 accustomed to relying upon computer operation during the

17 normal operation of the plant for information, and let us

18 further assume that the operators are instructed that in the

19 event of a transient or other emergency that they are not to

20 rely exclusively on information from the computer for thea

|

21 performance of emergency functions.
~

22 In your opinion as a human factors engineer, would
i

! that set of instructions be sufficient to overcome the23

24 operator 's impulse to rely on the computer information?

A (WITNESS PRICE) I do not think it would stop him25
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1 from looking at the computer. However, I do not think, as I
:

i 2 said a moment ago, that that would be the only thing that

3 they would use. I think that they would also use every bit

4 of information available to tham, including discussions

5 between themselves and supervisory personnel. And just --

6 but I do not believe, because you make a rule saying you

7 cannot look at this, people will not look at it and try to

8 get, pa rticula rly with ccmputers, information from it.,

9 But I do not think they will use that as a

10 substitute f or every other source of inf orma tion.

11 MR. ADLER: Thank you.

12 'dITNESS R AMIREZ: 3ar I add to tha t , please? I

13 think we all need to understand that in the event of an
14 accident or emergency situation, that there is always going

15 to be more than just one operator there to cope with it.

16 And I think initially you have as many as three, including

17 maybe the shif t super visor in this instance. And what

18 happens is that two of them may go look at the hardwired

19 information ar.d one may walk over and look a t the process

20 computer. You kn.s, these kinds of things happen and ther#

21 may compare notes then.

'

22 3Y MR. 3AXTER: (Eesuming)

23 0 Mr. Price, in answering Mr. Adler's hypothetical,

24 is it important or at least relevant to know what

25 inf ormation the operator routinely uses the computer for and

i
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1 to e xamine whether that is the same kind of information he

2 is going to be interested in during the transient?

3 A (WITNESS PRICE) Yes, I would think so. I an no

4 expert in that a rea, but it is my understanding that the

5 normal use of the computer during normal operations is not

3 6 the same type of information you would be seeking during an

7 upset condition. I am sure you are interested in, from what

e 8 I have talkad with operators, the sequence of events, that

9 type of thing,And probably the easiest way to get

to information on certain critical parameters.

11 But I believe the operators know what kinds of

12 information they can get from the computer and what kinds

13 they cannot, and certainly not attempt to get anything they

14 knew was not in there.

15 Did I answer yo';: question?

16 MR. BAXTER: Yes.

17 CHAIPMAN SMITH: Mr. Cutchin, do you have

18 redirect?

19 MR. CUTCHIN: I have no redirect, Mr. Chairman.

20 CHAIR AN SMITH: Anything further? Mr. Sholly,'

21 anybody?
.

22 MR. SHOLLY: No, sir.

CHAIRFAN SMITH: Oksy. Centlemen, you'may step23

down.24

25 ('Jitnesses excused.)
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1 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Now, is it Mr. Keaten or do you

2 want to -- |

|
1

3 MR. SAXIER: I want to recall M r. Keaten and i

4 Pa trick Walsh .

5 (Pause.)

' '3 6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: M r. Sholly?

7 Whereupon,

* 8 ROBERT W. KEATEN

9 PATBICK W. '4 A LS H ,

10 recalled as witnesses by counsel for the Licensee, having

11 previously been duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined

12 and testified as f ollows:

13 CROSS-EXAMINATION -- RESUMED

14 BY MR. SHOLLY:

15 0 I will try to do this with as few examples as I

16 can, until I establish the point I am trying te make. First

47 of.all, if you will refer to page IA-14, i te m ''71, I assume

18 ~~

ig CHAIRMAN SMITH: NUREG-0600.

~~
20 MR. 590LLY: This is the operational sequence of

21 events. It is Roman numeral I, capital A-1a. That is the
.

22 page designation. It is about one-third of the way into the

23 document, item 71.

24 3Y MR. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

25 0 I assume item 70 and 71 both occurred at two

:

!

|
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1 minu tes, because there is not a separate time designation

2 for item 71. Item 71 reads. " Operator requests computer

3 print ECS loop 9 unit temperature, 573.6 degrees

4 Fahrenheit."

5 Mr. Keaten, is there an instrument in the control

6 room which indicates the RCS loop B unit temperature?3
7 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes.

8 Q Based on your review of the sequence of events,

9 following the T.5I Unit 2 accident, do you know why or can

10 you speculate why the operator would have called this

11 information up from the computer?

12 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes, I believe I can. In order

13 to do so, let me first point out that NLREG-0600 uses the

14 word " operator" in a different fashion than it has ne rmally

15 been used in this hearing. With respect to items celled up

16 on the computer, NUREG-0600 uses the word " operator' to

17 ref er to anyone who was in the control room who happened to

18 request information from the computer. So it does not mean

19 the same thin g that I meant when I was talking about the

20 operator's use of the computer.'

21 What I was referring to, the control room

22 operators wao are rharged with actually carrying out the

23 control functions on the reactor.
I

24 This particular item, which I also assume occurred

|
25 a t two minutes, I do not know who it was that called up the

|
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1 data point. I would speculate, in answer to your invitation

2 to speculate, that it was probably the shift supervisor.

3 And my speculation is based upcn the following information.

4 At the time that the transient started, the two

5 control room operators who were charged with operating the

3
6 reactor, according to their testimony to a variety of

7 people, including myself, went immediately to their control

8 rooms. One went to the makeup-letdown system contrcl area.*

9 The other went to the feedwater system control area and, to

10 the best of my information and knowledge, on the ba sis of

11 what they told me and others, stayed there for a substantial

12 length of time. And at those positions they do not have the

13 capability to access computer data.
.

14 They were using, according to what they had told

15 me and others, their hardwired instrumentation for

16 determining things such as the reactor coolant system

i
17 pressure, the pressurizer level, conditions in the steam

18 generator, the eventual identification of the lack of

I 19 emergency feedwater flow, which they corrected, and so those
i

~
20 two men were, to the best of my knowledge and belief not

21 using the computer a t all and continued not to use it.
.

22 The shift foreman was not in the control room at

the moment that the trip occurred, although he came shortly23

24 thereafter. I do not believe he came as quickly as two

25 minu tes. I don't believe it could have been him that called

'
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! 1 it up.

2 The shif t supervisor, I believe, was in the

3 control room and therefore my speculation is that he called

4 up that one particular point on the computer. I do not know

5 why he es11ad it up.

| 8 Q Wha t f unction does the shift supervisor perform in
-.)

7 the opera tion of the plant?

8 A (WITNESS KEATIN) He --,

9 C Wha t is his role?

10 A (WITNESS KEATEN) He is the onsite' manager of the
,

11 plant.

12 0 Is he a licensed opera tor?

13 A (WITNESS KEATEN) He carries a senior reactor

14 operator license, yes.

15 0 And does he direct the control room operators in
i

18 their duties?

17 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes, he can. The normal chain

18 of events is that if the shift foreman is in the control
19 room, he is the one that would do the direct direction of

20 the control room operators. Eut the shift foreman in turn'

21 reports to the shift supervisor.
.

22

23

24

25 ,
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1 0 Why then would not the shift supervisor query one

2 of the opera tors to obtain that data point?

3 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Again I will have to accept your

4 invitation. to speculate . I have not asked that particular

5 question.

6 Q Certainly.
| .,

I

7 A (WITNESS KEATEN) As I testified repeatedly on

8 earlier occasions, the operators and the senior reactor,

9 operators are trained not to rely on a single indication of

10 critical barometars but to use alternate methods of checking

11 the information if they think that thst parameter is

12 critical.

13 MY spet..ation here then is that for some reason

34 the shift supervisor may very well have wanted an additional

15 check at this particular data point, and if that is what he
i

16 vanted, it' would be quite logical for him to go to the

17 computer to get th a t information.

18 0 Would there be any reason why the instrumentation

19 reading and the computer printout on that particular data

20 poin t would differ?'

A (WTNECS KEATEN) Only if there was some sort of a21
-

22 problem with a hard-wired i'strument, and here acain, I will

have to tell you honestly I just do not know what prompted23

24 this particular event. ind I would like to take the '

25 opportunity to clear up a couple of other thinas that were

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 said.

2 Number one, in what I san . lier I did not mean

3 to create tne impression tha t there is any instruction or

4 any policy to the TEI operators that they are not supposed

5 to use the romputer following or during a transient. My

6 testimony that they did not or do not normally rely on the'.)
7 computer during this first portion of the transient when

v 8 things are happening rapidly is simply that they are at

9 their control stations and from that point they do not have

10 access to the computer inf ormation.

11 They have to leave their control system and walk

12 over behind the computer panel in order to access that
,

I
' 13 information, and they would not be expected to do that until

14 the normal transient -- by transient I mean the first few
!

| 15 minutes when things are happening rapidly -- until that was
!'
! 16 over and they had things under control. Then they would
|

17 have time if they so chose to walk over and use the computer

18 data.

19 S3 it is not tha t we tell then not to use it; it
t

4 20 is just that the design of the control room and the

21 procedures that they use are such tha t they need initially
.

22 to be at their control stations and not at the computer. So

23 if, for example, the shift supervisor er shift fereman is

24 there and as part of his oversight of what is going on,

25 wants to call up a data point on the computer, there is

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 certainly nothing that we would train them to do to say not

2 do that.

3 But we do teach them along the lines of Mr.

|
4 Adler's question, for those items which are critical to

5 safety, not to rely exclusively on the computer. But they I

6 cartainly may use the compucer as a check on other
..)

7 information.
g CHAIRMAN SMITH: Is that generally true in the.

g control room? The operator is at the correct station to

10 manipuiste the saf ety--related controls. The only

11 information available to him then is the correct

12 instrumentation.

13 WITNESS KEATEN: Is the hsrd-wired

14 instrumentation, Mr. Smith. That is true in the design of

15 the TMI-1 control room and I think it is generally true in

16 the design of control rooms of that vintage plant. Much

17 more recent plants had more of a tendency to integrate

18 things like the CRT display into the main control boards, so

19 a more recent plant might have a dif f erent a rrangement. I

20 was describing specifically TMI-1.'

21 3I ME* S30llI8
-

22 Q If we could move to itan 144, which appears on

23 I.A-25, page I.A-25. The event description reads as

follows: "Doerstor requests computer print, pressurirer24

25 relit ! and code saf ety outlet te m pe ra tures , hot leg and cold

!

!
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1 leg temperatures, loop pressurizer and pressurizer level."

2 This occurred at 27 minutes plus, and presumably that means

3 sometime after 27 iinutes and before 28 minutes.

4 Do you have any idea, based on your review of the

5 accident, why that pa rticula r information wo uld have been

.
6 called for and who may have called for it?

7 A (WITNESS KEATIN) Yes. And I think also "r. !ialsh
.

v 8 may be able to add to this.

9 In the first place, le t me point out that this is

10 now 27 minutes after the trip, and it is a period of time

11 where the early -- what I would call upset conditions are

12 over . The plant had reached a quasi-equilib rium type

13 situation. We know today that it was not in a completely

14 stable configuration, but f r om the standpoint of the rate at

15, which parameters were changing, things had slowed down and

16 things were happening slowly.

17 So, in this type of a time interval, I think it

18 would have been quite understandable for one of the

19 operators to have walked around and called up this !

20 information. Now, the inclination on the temperatures from'

21 the pressurizer relief and safety valves were normally
'

22 accessed through the computer, and I believe this is the

23 first point in time at which the operators tried to use

24 those temperatures to determine whether one of the relief or

25 safety valves was stuck open.

1

I
!

|
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1 A (WITFESS WALSH) The other te m p e ra tu re s , the other

2 parameters there I think are just a method of verifying at

3 this point in time. Twenty-seven minutes into the accident

4 is not considered an immediate action, I do not think --

5.that the parameters in the plant were -- to verify the

-} 6 hard-wired instruments at this time, the tempera tures were

7 normal, pressure was -- okay.

* 8 There is a typographical error. It should be loop

9 prescure and pressurirer level. The pressure was abnormally

to low. The pressurizer level was abnormally high. I would

11 consider that the operator would get this information as a

12 verification of those two parameters. He had considerable

13 concern during this period. He will call up pressuriser

14 level and pressurizer delta P, which is the raw input into

15 the instrument to check that the instrument is operating

16 accura tely.

17 Again, this appears to be just a backup method. He

18 is not using or relying specifically or only on this

19 information. He is trying to verify what he sees at this

~
20 time as unusual parameters and determine if he may have an

21 instrumentation problem.
.

A (WITNESS KEATEN) If I night add to that, let me22

23 recall our earlier discussion of the accident sequence. At

24 this point in time -- in fact, sometime prior to this point

in time where the parameters had reached wha t appeared to be25
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|
1 -- where the rate of change of the parameters had dropped '

2 way off and they seemed to be stable or quasi-stable, the

i
3 operators were very uncomfortable with the state of the !

4 plant and they have testified that they were trying to find

5 out what was wrong.

6 And if you look at the same page in NUREG-0500, a t,)
7 the very bottom of the page, in that same timeframe, 28

8 minutes rather than 27 minutes, it says Notes operatorsw

9 have been dispatched to the auxilia ry building to confirm

10 pressurizer level indications and/or determine source of

11 water which has filled the pressurizer.

12 So again, it is an example of something where the

13 operator was trying to cross-check the information that he

14 had available to him.

15 0 I am going to ask you a question. If you need a

16 specific example, then we will choose one. But in general

17 is there any difference in the source of information that

18 the hard-wired instruments and the computers use in order to
*

19 get a data point?

20 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes and no.*
.

l

I 21 Q Okay.'

|

22 A (WITNESS KEATEN) In some cases the computer uses

23 the same sensor that hard-wired instrumentation is. In

24 other cases it might be a different sensor, and in other

25 cases, like the temperatures downstream of the relief vsive,

AI DERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1 it is something which was not read out at all, and the

2 normal hard-wired instrumentation was read out via only the

3 computer. So there are all kinds of combinations.

4 0 Is there any other source of information on the

5 relief velve temperatures other than the computer?

,
6 A (WITNESS KEATEN) My memory is that it is

7 different between the two units. I believe that in the case

8 of IMI-2, that th e temperatures were on .. recorder, and inr

g the case of TMI-1 I believe that they are not.

10 0 So for TMI-1, the sole access point for that data

11 is a computer.

12 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Yes. And frankly, that would

13 make me uncomfortable except for the fact that in TMI-1 we

14 are installing flow instrumentation so that we can measure

15 the flow through the valves and not have to rely on those

16 temperatures for the information.

17 (Pause.)

18 C If you refer to page I.A-31, item number 174, the

19 event description reads: " Operator requests computer print

-, 20 those conditions currently in alarm related to RCPs, which I

21 take it is reactor coolant pumps." And in parentheses it

e

22 notes: "Ihis action believed associated with desire for more
23 in f o rm ation to base decision on which ECPs to be tripped."

24 Would not alarm conditions for the reactor coolant

25 pumps be indicated on the alarm panels?

|
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1 A (WITNESS WALSH) They were. There was a

2 vibrational alarm. There were all the other alarms,

3 hard-wired alarms. What the operator was attem pting to do

4 here -- this is one of the features of the computer that is

5 available in the instance that the alarm typewriter gets

.. 6 behind.

7 He can call out on a separate utility typewriter a

v 8 summary of =larms on given groups, and so what he is

g probably trying to get here is some information, give a

10 summary of all the alarms that were presently in alarm state

11 on the reactor coolant pumps, and then perhaps he could

12 either then look at the hard-wired parameters there in the

13 control room or get the data off the computer on

14 temperatures related to coolin; and bearings on the reactor

15 coolant pumps, which are conveniently located in the

16 computer.

17 I think this particular feature is one that has

18 been overlooked. There are a lot of features in the control

we seem to be getting into the initial -- the reason;9 room --

20 ve got into this is the reliability of the computer, and"

21 here we have an example that one of the devices that uses
e

22 the computer was not available, and that is the alarm

23 typewriter. However, all these readings we get out here

24 show that the computer has another capability. Several

25 capabilities are still available.

.
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l

1 The utility typewriter was available for the !

2 operator to use in the normal means which he uses it. In

3 other words, he does not normally use the alarm typewriter.

4 We are talking about the transition from normal to abnormal

5 operation. If he wanted to use the computer in the normal

6 way, he could have -- if he normally used it, he could still
,

)4

7 do that d uring the TMI-2 acciden t. He could call up groups

8 of points, he could call up single points.
y

9 He could call up single points on a digital

10 display or he rould use' features like tnis alarm summary

11 printout, which I think is the reason we are in this

12 discussion, that there are a lot of o ther things available

13 on the computer.

14 0 Why wouldn't the operator have referred to the

15 alarm panel? Is there somethin; about the alarm panel that

16 the operator cannot tell whether these alarms are current?

17 3E. BAXTEP: Did you say panel or printer?

18 WITNESS WALSH: I am not sure. We are talking --

19 ve mentioned panel and printer here. He has alarms that

20 give him an indication tha t a device is in alarm on the+

21 windows above him. The computer will give him the current

*
22 information of what other alarms may be: you know, the total

23 summ ary. I am not sure whether all the reactor coolant pump

24 alarms are grouped in the same place in TMI-2. I have not 1

25 done a review of that alarm system.

|

|

|
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1 But if the reactor coolant pump alarms were not

2 there, he could see when they were, then call up that point

3 and see that the current state of the point was or then go

4 to the local indica tor. He has a vibration indicator. He

5 has indicators on =coling wa ter temeperatures in the control
.

_. 6 room. And when we are talking about operator, this is
?

7 probaby not one of the reactor operators operating the

w 8 controls. This is probably a shift foreman or shift

9 supervisor, or in this case at 72 minutes it could have been

'

10 the operations supervisor, who was in the control room at

11 that time too.

12 WITNESS KEATENs I think very likely the reason he

13 elected to call this up here is because of the convenience.

14 He had all the information grouped together in an easily

15 readable format. He could get it in one place. It is an

16 example of where it is convenient to the operator to have

17 the computer output.

18 BY MF. SHOLLY: (Resuming)

19 0 Thank you. You answered my nex t question.

'*- 20 One final example. On page I.A-33, item number

21 185, at 81 minutes operator requested computer print
A

22 pressurizer surge line temperature, EMGV outlet

23 temoeratures, code safety outlet temperatures, pressurizer

24 spray line temperature and condensate pump outlet header

25 pressure.

i

i
'
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1

|s Again, why would this data be called up on the
|

2 computer?

3 A (WITNESS WALSH) '4 e l l , the first one that called

4 up this information I know for sure was the shift

5 supervisor. I think it may have been the shif t supervisor

3 6 from the other unit, as a matter of fact. One of the
)

7 conveniences of the station is that you can stand in one

N 8 place and get the diverse information. As we mentioned

g before, some of it -- I think it is all more conveniently

10 requested on the computer. He would not have to walk to

11 three different panels.

12 At this point in time they were trying to

13 determine what is causing the problem, so we have a

14 supervisor in the control room using the device that is

15 convenient for him to use. Again, the operators are still

16 at the panels operating based on hard-wired

17 instrumentation. This is, I guess, what we expect the

18 supervisors to use the computer for. It is primarily -- 81

19 minutes into an accident lik e this, that is the ti:e we

20 primarily expect the supervisors to use the panel as a"

21 diagnostic tool.

'

22 0 Tn terms of the shift supervisors directing

functions in the control room, some of the examples I have
23

24 given you responded it is likely are the shift foremen or
|

25 shif t supervisors. Is it normal for the shift for= man and
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1 shif t supervisor to rely on a computar for summary

2 information such as this in order to base decisions on

3 shuttino off a reactor coolant pump, trying to determine

4 whether a valve is open or closed, this sort of thing?

5 A (WITNESS KEATEN) Again, I think the important

6 distinction is between whether he would use such informationa
3

7 versus whether he would rely on such information. The

'y 8 operators and the shift foremen and the shift supervisors

9 have all been told that in making key decisions that can

10 affect plant safety or plant operation, not to re y on a

11 single source, whether it is a single hard-wired source or a

l
12 single computer source, but to run a cross-check, verify the'

13 information and make sure that it is not an instrument
14 problem that is causing confusion rather than something with

15 the plant.

16 So I would not expect a shift superviso r to take a

17 de ci sion such as chutting off cooling pumps based on any one

i 18 parameter, but I certainly think it is quite likely that one

19 of the elements th a t would feed into his decis!.on might be

20 information that is called up on the computer.|
.+

|

21 I might add the way we got into this discussion --
.

22 it seems a ways back now -- had to de with the importance of

23 the speed of the printers, and my statement that I think

24 started a lot of this discussicn, which was that the

25 operators, by which I mean the people who are doing the

|
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1 controls, do not rely on the computer during the upset

2 portion is simply that when people do go to the computer to

3 rely on it, they are not normally calling up the kind of

4 inf orma tion where they care whether it takes 10 seconds

5 versus 30 seconds versus one minute to print it out.

' 6 That was the context that I was making the
,4

i
7 statement in, whereas if it was something like flying an

8 airplane where you want something up and you want it upv

g right now, then it makes a lot of difference whether there

10 is a time lag or not. And the intent of my comment was

11 simply as I said earlier, that in fact the guys who are

| 12 making the control decisions and who have their hands on the
i

13 handles and knobs running the plant do not have direct

14 access to the computer inf orma tion unless somebody else

15 calls it up for them or unless the transient has slowed down

16 to the point that they have time to walk around and call up

17 the information from the computer.

18 So it was that issue of timelinesc that I was

19 trying to address.

'" 20 ER. SHOLLYs dr. Chairman, I do not think I have

21 any more questions. I think I see now what the problem was,

t

22 and if I may characterire it, I think perhaps the sequence

23 of events is somewhat misleading in that it was only showing

from available records what was taking place. In other24

25 words, if an operator looked at an instrument which shows a
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1 hot leg temperature, the sequence would not necessarily show

2 thst. And I think perhaps this is what led me down this

3 path, and I think Yr. Keaten has been able to explain what j

;

4 was going on.

5 Unless the Board has any questions, I do not think

.

6 it is very fruitful to pursue this any further.

7 CHAIRMAN SMITH: M r. Adler, do you have any?

5 8 MR. ADLER: No, sir.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Do you have any, Mr. Cutchin?

10 MR. CUTCHIN: No questions.

11 CHAIEMAN SMITH: Thank you, gentlemen. It was

12 very helpful.

13 (The witnesses were excused.)

14 ME. SAXTERs We would like to suggest, Mr.

15 Chairman, thct we proceed with the next iscuc-as the first

16 item in the morning rather than starting at this hour.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay.

18 MF. BAXTER: I might mention the,next item is
,

19 inadequate core cooling and instrumentation to detect it.

20 The Board's memorandum and order which Mr. Tourtellotte+

| 21 drafted for them in December contemplated filing additional
| (

22 written testimony by any other party. It also contemplated

23 an informal discovery process to be completed by Ja nua r y 9.

The staff and Licensee, I think, are both a little24

| disappointed that was not accomplirhod. We got the answers25
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1 a little bit late. But we decided through agreement between

2 counsel for Licensee and the staff that Licensee would have

3 the opportunity to present oral rebuttal to the staff's

4 testimony and that th ro ugh that mechanism we would be able

5 to proceed without interruption even though discovery ran

6 past the time set.a
,

7 So we will be doing that first thing in the

v 8 morning.

g CHAIR. MAN SMITH: That is fine. There is some

10 difficulty, however. It does not give the Board members an

11 oppo rtunity to anticipate what the testimony is. Can we

12 follow the same procedure and determine now what papers we

13 will need before us tomorrow to hear this?

14 We have the testimony of Messrs. Keaten, Ross and

15 Jones and the testimony of Ruben and Phillips, Commonwealth

16 cross examina tion plan, and that is all I have.

17 MB. CUTCHIN: There is one more piece of

18 supplementary testimony from Mr. Phillips which was filed, I

19 believe, last Friday, and it is about two or three pages. If

o- 20 the Board does not have it I could go across the street and

21 run them copies. I suspect we ran into the sara mailing
(

22 problem again.

23 CHAIEMAN SMITH: It is probably up in our office.

24 I think that would be helpful for us to have it.

25 MR. CUTCHIN: As soon as we adjourn, I will go run
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l
I copies of that for the Board. '

2 CHAIRMAN SM!THs Anything else?

3 DR. JORDAN There were some other dccuments. I

4 think there was a letter from the staff to Mr. Arnold that

5 you mentioned.

6 YR. BAXTER: There is a staff evaluation of a BCW
,

7 position that is expressed in a letter from the staff to Mr.

8 Arnold dated September 24, 1980. That is referenced in they

g staff's response to our interrogatories, which the Foard may

to also find helpful to have.

11 DR. JOEDAN Those are the two additional things I

12 was going to point out that we do have.

13 MR. SAXTER: There are also some documents in

14 Licensee's restart report which may come up, and I wouli

15 call those to your a ttention now. Cne is found in

16 Supplement 1, part 2, answer to question 95. That is SCW

17 evaluation of instrumentation to detect inadequate core

18 cooling prepared for the 177 owners group.

19 In Supplement 1, part 1, in response to question

<h 20 45 is a BC2 analysis summary in support of inadequate core

21 cooling guidelines, and behind tha t document are the small

22 break operatinc guidelines for all the ECW 177 plants.

23 The e three evaluations the Licensee's witnesses may call

24 upon during cross examination.

25 DR. JCRDAN They are in the restart report, so we
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1 can pull those out tonight.

2 MR. BAXTSE: Yes.

3 DR. JORDAN: Yes, oksy.

4 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I only counted two.

5 DR. JORDAS: :lo , there were two documents.

6 MR. PLAKSs I gave you two lo:stions but there are
.,

t
' 7 three documents. Two of them are together, back to back.

, 8 CHAIRMAN SMIIHs Anything further?

9 Mr. Shelly.

10 MR. SHOLLYs A few items, more along the lines of

11 housecleaning than anything.

12 I would like to take the opportunity to remind the

13 parties that are, essentially effective immediately,

14 correspondence to me should be addressed care of Union of

15 Concerned Scientists in 'a*ashington since I will be joining

16 their staff February 2.

17 CHAIRMAN SMITHS It might'be convenient right now

g5 to give that address again so that they know where to find

gg it in the record.
~

* 20 3R. S*40LLY: 1725 I Street, N.W., Suite 601,

i 21 Washington, D.C. 20006.
!

| 22 MR. CUTCHIN: That should take effect, ycu say,
1

23 immediately?

24 "R. SHOLLY: Yes. Hopefully that will save me

25 some money on forwarding postage.
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1 Secondly, Ms. Weiss raised the question e. number

2 of weeks ago about soma statements made by Mr. Bickwit

3 regarding the TMI-1 proceedings, and it was my understanding

4 that the chsirman had indica ted that you were preparing some

5 sort of a memorandum of sorts. I was not aware if anything

6 had been prepared or not. I was curious about that.a
!

7 'JH AIRM AN SMITH : I initially reported to Ms. Waiss

Y 8 that in view of the statemen t that I did think a response

g was called for and that I would prepare it over the

10 Christmas vacation. However, before Christmas-time came, I

11 said that that just is not feasible. I was deferring the

12 whole thing until af ter the initial decision in this matter

+ 13 issues.

14 MR. SHOLLY: Okay.

15 CHAIRMAN SMITH I repeated the nature of the

16 communications that I have had, and I do not know if jou saw

17 the transcript --

18 MR. SHOLLY: I can check the transcript. That is

19 no problem. I was not aware of th a t change.

CHAIRMAN SMITH: There is nothing that is due now.* 20

21 MR. SHOLLY: I was not aware of the chance in
(

22 in te nt , so that answers the question.
'

CHAIRMAN SMITH: The only report that I might be23

24 making on it, after having said that I have no t discussed

25 the substance of this case with anybody at the Commission
|

I
| |

i

!
'
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| 1 level, CGC or Commissioner's assistants, I gave two examples

2 of the type of communications I have had, and shout the only

3 thing lef t f or me to report would be a lirt cf the type of
!

| 4 communica tions I have had,' which is sometimes noted and

5 sometimes not noted, so there is not going to be much.

6 And then there is also another matter and that is
.>

! 7 what was the nature of the communication that I had with OGC
,

8 on Indian Point, and that I am still thinking about, the,

9 propriety of bringing that up in this particular

10 proceeding. I don't know what relationship it has in this

11 particular proceeding.

12 MR. SHOLLYs Okay.

13 CHAIRMAN SMITH: I am still thinking about that

14 part.

15 .1 R . SHOLLYs Okay, thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ycu might point this transcript

17 out to Ms. 'Jeiss and see if that comports with her memory

18 too.

19 MR. SHOLLYs I had not checked witn tha t. It just

O 20 occu rred to me the last day or two and I wanted to find out

21 if and when that would be coming.

22 CHAIRMAN SMITH: It will not be until after the

23 initial decision issues.
24 33. SHOLLY Okay, thank you.

25 CHAIRMAN SMITH: If there is nothing further, we
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1 will adjourn for this evening and meet tomorrow at 9 a.m.

2 On, yes. Are you going to psrticipate in the core

3 cooling detection?

4 MR. SHOLLYa I will i.ot be able to, Mr. Chairman.

5 CHAIRMAN SHITH: You indicated you migh t be able

6 to. How about you, Ms. Bradford? Will you be present and

- 7 participating?

* 8 MS. BRADFORD: If it is tomorrow, I will not be

9 able to.

CHAIRMAN SMITH's You will not be able to. I just10

11 wanted to point out that is one of your contentions and it

12 begins tomorrow.

13 aS. ?RADFORD: Right.

14 CRAIRMAN SMITHS Okay.

15 MS. BRADFORD: On Friday th e 15th of January, we

16 received a letter from Tr. Gray enclosing a statement from

17 FEMA, a report from FEMA. And what I wish the staff would

18 go back hoaa and ask dr. Gray is whether the purpore of this

19 is to indicate that consideration of off-site emergency

.a 20 planning vil' be delayed in this proceeding or what.

21 CHAIR?AN EMITH: That is a fair question.
>
'

22 MR. CUTCHINs I believe, sir, this is a matter

23 that we discussed on the record last week, and I believe Mr.

24 Gray's letter, if it is the one that I believe she is

25 referring to, is pointing out the delay in the filing of
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1 testimony at the instance of the Licensee.

2 MS. BRADFORD: I am referring to off-site

3 testimony.

4 MR. CUTCuIN4 Then I cannot shed any light and I

5 would suggest that 5s. Bradford, if she has questions on

6 that of Mr. Gray, contact him directly. He is available by
.

7 phone.

o 8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Okay. Let's adjourn. 'ie will

9 make telephones available to Ms. Bradford.

10 (Whereupon, at 4: 52 p.m. the hearing was recessed,

11 to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. the following day, Wednesday,

12 January 21, 1981.)
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